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In this Issue:
The applicationof silicon integratedcircuitshas become pervasivein almost all human
activities.lt is expectedthat this pervasivenesswill continueto expandat leastthroughthe
end of this century,characterizedby higherand higherlevelsof integration-more and more
transistorsin the same silicon area. We are entering the era of VLSI-very large-scale
integration*whichmeans hundredsof thousandsof deviceson a singlechip of silicon.One
of the key drivingforcesbehindthistrendis the rapid,exhilaratingdevelopmentof the process
technologiesrequiredfor fabricatingVLSI circuits.Remarkableadvances have been imi;: plementedin manufacturingthat were believedto be impossiblea few short years ago.
In this issue, a number of the processtechnologiescurrentlybeing exploredat Hewlett-Packardare described.The stronginterdisciplinary
natureof these evolvingtechnologiesis readilyapparentand will be more
extensivein the future.With criticaldimensionsin some casesapproachingseveralatomiclayers,the intricacy
of these processesis increasingand we will in the next5 to 10 yearsbeginto see the limitsof sometechnologies
definedand perhapsapproached.Untilthen,the crammingof morefeatureson a chipto get higherperformance
with less power dissipationwill continueat a rapid pace.
Cover: A solarizedversionof Fig, B, page B.
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Viewpoints

lC ProcessTechnology:VLSIand Beyond
by FredericN. Schweftmannand John L. Moll
HE VLSI ERA is here. Integratedcircuits containing over
100,000deviceswith 1-to-2-micrometerfeaturesizeshave
become a manufacturing reality. A prime example of the
power ofthis technologyis the demonstrationofa 450,000-device,
32-bit microcomputer operating at a clock rate of 18 MHz.l This
remarkable accomplishment is the result of the congruence of
advances in design automation, process technology, packaging
and testing. In the field of process technology, significant
achievementshave been demonstratedin lithography, etching,
interconnections,materialsand low-temperatureprocessing.Now
that VLSI has becomea reality, where and how far the technology
can be extended are key questions facing researchers the world
over,
Device Scaling
The presentlyavailableprocessingcapability of defining dimensions as small as 1 to 1.5 micrometerswill be driven down to even
smaller sizes. The general device perforrnanceguideline of
constant-field scaling* has been followed as metal-oxidesemiconductor (MOSI device dimensions are reduced, but with
significant violations. The average voltage drop per micrometer
along the device channel has increased somewhat, and the
maximum electric field in the gate dielectric has increased.In
addition, the channel length has decreasedfaster than the junction
depths for the source and drain regions. The result is that from time
to time new physicalphenomenaneedto be included in describing
device operationand electricalcharacteristics,and in determining
the sensitivity of circuit operation to process variations.
Up to this time, scaling of both lateral and vertical dimensions
has been advantageous,both to functional integration and to circuit performance.As the dimensions become less than one micrometer the performance advantagewill become more difficult to
maintain. Parasiticresistancewill increase,and as chips become
more complex, parasiticcapacitancewill be more difficult to control. A lower operating voltage tends to reduce noise margin and
places greaterdemands on processcontrol. There is in fact a probability that at some minimal dimension, performance will peak,
limited by parasitic effects and unscalable parameters such as
operating temperature and subthreshold conduction.
An often asked question is "What are the minimum usable line
and space sizes for silicon VLSI?" A proposed answer for the
minimum feature,both in an MOS device and in interconnect lines,
is approximately 0.25 micrometer. Thermodynamic and
quanfum-mechanical effects begin to limit device and circuit performance at sufficiently small dimensions. There aremore pragmatic considerations, such as the previously mentioned parasitic effect on performance, and limitations in the perfection and control
of fabrication processes.The cost of building and maintaining a
facility to achieve the necessarydegree of control for submicrometer VLSI will certainly far exceed present-day factory costs.
There are still a number of "aces in the hole" that make the
ultimate scaling and performance of silicon VLSI a moving target.
The discussion to this point has centered around MOS switches
built in the self-alignedsilicon gateconfiguration.Therearepossible processinventions that could, for example, significantly reduce
the parasitic and interconnect Iimits (seearticle on page 31 and box
on page 33). Device inventions such as multilevel films of active
*Constant-fieldscallng meansthat if, when the physicaldimensionsot a devtce are reduced,
the operatingvoltagesand currenlsare also reducedso that the electricfieldswlthinthe
device remainconstant,performanceshould remainthe same. In practicethis is difficult
to do becauseof the need for a standardoperatingvoltage.

devices could also affect system architecture.There is so much
activity in both new processesand new device configurationsthat
any attempt to report all of the efforts would fall far short of the
mark.
Lithography
The dominant lithographic technology currently used in IC
manufacturingis the 1:1optical projectionprinter. This tool allows
geomehies as small as two micrometers and affords high wafer
throughput. Below two micrometers,the trend has been to stepand-repeatexposuresystems.In addition to betterresolution,these
tools provide greateralignment accuracy.As a generalguideline,
the layer-to-layerregistrationis targetedto be no worse than 0.25
times the minimum resolvable feature size, Therefore, for a 1-rl,m
technology, the layer-to-layerregistration should be better than
+O.25 pm, a value well within the capability of a state-of-the-art
step-and-repeatsystem.It is expectedthat as the numerical aperture of the lensesused in the optical system is increasedand the
wavelengthof the exposinglight is decreased,a real Iimit of 0.5 pm
for refractiveoptics will be approached.Crucial to the successof
optical systemsin the submicrometerregime is the use of a multilayer resisttechnology(seearticle on page5). Much effort is being
expendedin this areato extendthe usablerangeof optical systems.
Higher contrastresistssuch asthoseusing inorganic materialsmay
ultimately replace the organic photoresistsnow in common use.
At 0.5 micrometer and smaller,X-ray and electronbeam lithography are the contenders.Electron beam has demonstratedfineline capability and possesses
excellentalignment potential. However,throughput is currently lower than for optical systemsand the
costis considerablyhigher. X-ray, on the other hand, has excellent
resolution capability and the potential for higher throughput (see
article on page14).For dimensionslessthan 0.5 micrometer,stepand-repeatsystemswould be requiredto achievethe desiredoverlay accuracy.This easesthe mask fabrication problems, but requires that a more intensesourceof X-raysbe used and/ora more
sensitiveresistdeveloped.Clearly,much technologicalprogressis
required.
Etching
Once a pattern has been defined in the resist, it must be faithfully
reproduced in the underlying layer. Before the advent of VLSI,
etching was usually done with wet chemistry. This technology
almost always has the virtue of nearly infinite selectivity (ability to
etch one material without affecting another materiall, but is isotropic. For geometriesgreaterthan two micrometers,this is not a
significant problem. However,when etching a 1-pcm-widepattern
in a layer that is 0.5-pm thick, the lateral portion of isotropic
etching completely destroysthe pattern. For most VLSI applications and all future submicrometer work, anisotropic etching will
be essential.The use of dry plasma processeshas emergedas the
primary etch technology (seearticle on page 19).
The transition from wet to dry etching has been difficult. The
required equipment fseebox on page 22) is more complex, more
expensiveand has lower wafer throughput when comparedto wet
etching. In addition to anisotropy and good selectivity, sloped
sidewalls are required to provide conformal step coveragefor subsequentlayers.The task is to find the right combination of gases
and processconditions to match the requirements.An enduring
significant problem is the lack of understanding of the mechanisms
associatedwith anisotropy, etch rate and selectivity. Much work is
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required in this area.
Interconnections
As the speed of individual devices increases, the time delays
associated with the interconnections begins to play a significant
role in circuit performance. As the minimum feature size is decreased, the area of the interconnect and the contact area become
smaller. The time delay is dependent on the resistance of the
interconnections and the capacitance controlled primarily by the
dielectric layer. The dielectric rnaterial in most cases is either
silicon dioxide or silicon nitride.
For the device interconnections, a variety of materials are available. Refractory metal silicides on top of polysilicon are gradually
replacing polysilicon as a first-level interconnect material. An
order-of-magnitude decrease in resistivity is gained by this approach. More emphasis is now being placed on two levels of metallization on top of the polysilicon or polycide layer. This provides
greater flexibility for the circuit designer, but adds to the manufacturing difficulty. Three or more levels of metallization are expected
to become more common as experience is gained. Aluminum alloy
metallization is currently used in almost all VLSI applications. As
contacts to diffused areas with shallower iunctions are required,
barrier layers such as tungsten will be added to prevent spiking*
through the iunctions. To decrease the contact resistance (contact
area decreases, and hence resistance increases as the square of the
scaling factor), silicide layers such as platinum silicide may be
required.
An additional factor, electromigration fsee article on page ZB),
becomes important for circuit reliability as the conductor crosssectional area decreases and current density increases. This requirement may result in the replacement of aluminum alloys with
materials such as tungsten. However, the higher resistivity of
tungsten, about four times higher, results in another tradeoff between performance and reliability.

being able to deposit conducting materials such as aluminum and
tungsten using plasma techniques.
The growth of thin films in a plasma asopposed to deposition is a
new and exciting area. Gate dielectrics of silicon nitride and nitrided silicon dioxide show promise for scaled devices requiring
dielectric layers less than 10 nm thick (see box on page 26). They
exhibit better physical durability, lower etch rates and lower defect
densities. Much work needs to be done to understand the growth
mechanisms and implement these films in the manufacturing
environment.
' Another approach
that will be useful in lowering processing
temperatures is high-pressure oxidation (see article on page 34).
This could be a useful tool in the submicrometer regime.
In summary, while design tools are still lagging the available
process technology, the march toward smaller devices and circuits
continues at a furious pace. It is expected that by the turn of the
century, the ultimate limits in silicon will have been clearly demonstrated and maybe attained. Many challenges remain and opportunity exists for contribution and innovations in almost all engineering disciplines in reaching this goal.
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Materials
Another area expected to be of great concern in the submicrometerregion is the silicon material itself. Already great care is being
given to tighter control on the specifications of substrates. The
amount, distribution and chemical bonding of silicon impurities
such as oxygen and carbon are being carefully monitored and their
effect on device performance evaluated. The coupling of these
species to the defects generated during processing is a major concern. A variety of gettering schemes are being studied and implemented where needed. The tools for characterizing defects on a
near-atomic level, such as scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM), are now available and are being brought to bear on
the problems with remarkable results. There is much optimism on
being able to understand and control the location of defects in
silicon.
One novel approach to forming a substrate, discussed in the
article on page 10, is the use of an intense laser or electron beam to
melt a polysilicon layer and then let it cool and recrystallize into
Iarge-grain polysilicon suitable for device fabrication.
Low-Temperature
Processin g
The requirements of shallow junctions in scaling and the need
for the minimum lateral motion of dopants requires that processing
temperatures be kept as low as possible. Instead of applying energy
to deposition and growth processes by thermal means alone,
plasma excitation will be used [see article on page 24). Already,
deposition of silicon dioxide and silicon nitride by plasma
techniques is available for manufacturing processes. Films deposited using plasma excitation tend to exhibit better step coverage
than purely thermally deposited films. Interest is now hieh in
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OpticallC LithographyUsingTrilayer
Resist
A composite photoresistlayer reduces exposure effects
that degrade pattern definitionand reduce resolutionin
optical lC lithography.
by Michael M. O'Toole, E. David Liu, and Gary W. Ray

HE DENSITY AND PERFORMANCE of devices contained in today's VLSI circuits are primarily determined by the resolution capability of the lithographic technique used for the circuits' manufacture. The
dominant technology uses an optical projection system to
form an image of the desired pattern on the photoresistcovered surface of a silicon wafer. The theoretical image
resolution limit of the lens systems in modern projection
aligners is in the submicrometer range. Flowever, the resolution obtainable in normal IC production is much poorer
because of various resist and substrate surface effects.
To achieve dimensional control closer to the theoretical
resolution limit of the projection system, a trilayer resist
process has been developed. Before describing this process,
it is useful to discuss the effects that degrade image resolut i o n i n c o n v e n t i o n a lp r o c e s s i n g .
In an ideal situation, the image projected on a planar,
nonreflective surface covered with positive resist will consist of perfectly dark lines, corresponding to the desired
features,surrounded by evenly illuminated areaswhere the
resist is exposed and later developed away. In typical IC
fabrication, however, the image is projected onto a nonplanar reflective surface that is unevenly covered with resist.
The nonplanar reflective surface provides the conditions
for two effectsthat limit the usable resolution of a projection
aligner. The bulk effect is caused by large thickness variations of the resist near abrupt changes (steps) in the surface
topography. The standing-wave effect is causedby multiple
reflections of the exposure illumination from the substrate
surface.l
The bulk variation in the resist thickness as it covers a
step is shown in Fig. 1 . The resist layer on top of the step is
thinner than it is next to the step and, in general, requires
less exposure to be developed to the desired linewidth. As a
result of the standing-wave effect, variations in the thickness
of the resist or any thin semitransparent layers under
the resist can cause large variations in the exposure
energy coupled into the resist, This effect is periodic within
the thickness of a layer, The period is \/2n, where tr. is
the wavelength of the illumination and n is the index of refraction of the layer material. Even a small thickness variation of 0.65 micrometer can cause a major exposure variation.
Both effects are most evident for resist feature dimensions
*Some oi the
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approaching the resolution limit of the projection lens.
The standing-wave and bulk effects may be studied by
using a computer program for the simulation of optical
projection printing.2 The program assumes diffractionlimited optics, considers the numerical aperture of the imaging lens, the imaging wavelength, the partial coherence
factor of the illumination system, and the focus error, and
calculates the image intensity pattern for a specified feature
on the surface ofthe resist. The exposure and development
of the resist are calculated by using the model described by
Dill, et al.3This model considers the substrate'stopography
and the characteristicsand thickness ofthe resist. The final
output is a simulated line edge profile in positive resist.
A sample output of the simulation program is given in
Fig. 2, which shows the nominal exposure required for a
periodic 1-prm-wide line-and-space pattern as a function of
positive resist thickness on (a) a silicon substrate,and [b) an
aluminum substrate. The nominal dose is defined as the
exposure energy density required to replicate the mask
linewidth in the resist. The bulk effect causes the gradual
rise of the curve, and the standing-wave effect causes the
periodic variation. The period ),/2n is 128 nm for an exposure wavelength of +a0 nm and a resist refractive index of
1.69. To compensate the standing-wave effect caused by a
64-nm thickness variation in a 1-pm-thick layer of positive
resist on a silicon substrate, a 25lo exposure difference is
required. A similar exposure difference is required to cor-

Fig. 1. Reslsl step coverage: 1-pnlhick resistpattern over
0.5-ptn-highstep.
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Fig. 2. The exposwe energy density (dose) required at a
wavelengthof 436 nmto achieve 7-pn-wide/lnesandspaces
in HPR 204 positive resist on (a) silicon and (b) aluminum
surfaces for numerical aperture NA:0.28, peiect focus, and
partial coherencefactor o=0.7.
rect for the bulk effect caused by a 250-nm resist thickness
variation. From curve b ofFig. 2, a bulk thickness variation
of about 420 nm is equal to a standing-wave thickness
variation of 64 nm. Both effects can combine near a step to
produce a significant variation in the nominal exposure
dose required, causing severe linewidth control problems.
Fig. 3 shows a microphotograph of 1-pm-wide lines and
spaces patterned in a 1-pm-thick layer of positive resist over
two 0.5-pm-high polysilicon lines. The resist linewidth is
very unstable near the edge ofthe steps and narrower on top
of the polysilicon lines than in the lower field areas around
them.

Fig.3. 1-pm-wide linesand spaces in 1 pm of resistover
0.5-pm-high polysilicon steps.
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TrilayerResistProcess
To realizethe maximumresolutionfrom a projection
aligner,the surfaceof a wafermust behaveas if it were
planar and nonreflecting. In an attempt to achieve this
condition, several multilayer resist processeshave been
recently proposedand demonstrated.4-e
In a multilayer system, the substrate'stopography is planarized by a thick
bottom polymer layer. Optical reflectionsfrom the underlying surfacetopography can be eliminated by choosing an
absorptivematerial for the bottom layer.
Fig.
illustrates the trilayer structure studied by
Hewlett-PackardLaboratories.An absorbingpolymer, one
to threemicrometersthick, is usedto planarizethe substrate
topography.The planarizedsurfacecan be coateduniformly
by the top resistlayer, thus suppressingthe bulk effect.The
absorption of the exposure illumination by the bottom
polymer layer eliminates reflections from the substratetopography and reducesthe standing-waveeffect.An intermediate inorganic layer servesas a mask during reactiveion-etching to transfer the top resist layer pattern to the
bottom layer. The intermediate layer also prevents mixing
of the top and bottom layer polymers.
Suitable materialsfor the bottom layer are polymers that
planarizewell. Transparentpolymersmay be made absorbing by adding dye. The dye must dissolve in the polymer
and absorb strongly at the exposure wavelength. To
simplify processing,the dye should be transparentat the
alignment wavelength, allowing easy detection of the
alignment mark through the thick bottom polymer layer.
Several materials have been used for the intermediate
l a y e r . P I a s m a - e n h a n c e dc h e m i c a l - v a p o r d e p o s i t i o n
(PECVD)of silicon nitride done at room temperature is
suitable(seearticle on page 24). Spin-on glass(SOG)has
also been used as a suitable intermediate layer.roBecause
SOGcan be applied by IC production equipment very similar to that used to apply resist,the use of SOG for the
intermediatelayer makesit easierto incorporatethe trilayer
processinto an IC production facility. Both PECVDnitride
and SOG permit rework of the top resist layer without
having to strip the intermediateand bottom polymer layers.
Pattern transfer from the top resist layer to the inter-

mediatelayer is achievedby plasmaetching. If SOGis used
for the intermediatelayer, a CHF:/COzgas mixture is used.
The SOGpattern is transferredto the bottom polymer layer
using an anisotropic oxygen plasma etch process.
The trilayer processwas analyzed and optimized using
simulations generatedby the computerprogram mentioned
earlier. Positive resist was used for the top and bottom
layers and was developedusing a conventional batch process. The exposure and development parametersfor the
positive resist were measuredat Hewlett-Packard
Laboratoriesllusing equipmentsimilar to Dill's for the exposure parametersand to Meyerhofer's12for the development parameters.
In addition to the optical parametersof the aligner and
the exposureand developmentparametersof the resist,the
computer simulation of the trilayer system considers the
refractive indexes of the materials and thicknessesof the
various layers.Fig. 5 shows the calculatednominal dose
required to print l-g.m-wide lines and spacesas a function
of the thickness of the bottom polymer for the trilayer system of Fig. 4 on an aluminum substrate.Curvea assumesthe
absorption of HPR 204 positive resist and curve b assumes
the absorption of this resist with dye added.
If the bottom polymer Iayer does not sufficiently
planarize the substratesurface,the top layer of resist will
dispersenonuniformly. Curves a and b of Fig. 6 show the
calculatedlinewidth as a function of top resistthicknessfor
two bottom polymer thicknessesof t.oe pm and 0.95 pm.
These two thicknessesrepresentthe two extremesnear 1
pm of curve a in Fig. 5. In both cases,the simulatedexposuredosehasbeenadjustedto produce a 1-prm-r,r'ide
line for
a 0 . S - p m - t h i c kt o p r e s i s t l a y e r . B o t h t h e b u l k a n d
standing-waveeffectsare clearly seen.If the top resist layer
is uniformly 0.5-prmthick, the nominal exposurerequired
to maintain a one-micrometerdimension changesfrom 16
mJ/cm2for a 0.9S-pm-thickbottom layer to 25 mJ/cm2for a
1.03-g,m-thickbottom layer. This exposurevariation is too
greatto achievesufficient linewidth control over the entire
wafer surface.
Adding dye to the bottom polymer of the trilayer process
suppressesthe standing-waveeffect. Curve c of Fig. 0
shows the Iinewidth variation versustop resist layer thickness for a 1-g.m-thickbottom resist layer with dye added.
The linewidth variation is causedentirelv bv the bulk ef-

Top LayerResistThickness(rrm)
Fig, 6, Slmu/atedlinewidth versus lop resist layer thlckness
for 1- pn-wide Iinesand spaces for (a) a 0.95-ptn-thick bottom
layer of HPR 204 positive resist and an exposure dose of 16
mJlcm2 for the top layer of resist.(b) A 1.03-Wn-thickbottom
layer ot HPR 204 and a 21-mJlcmz dose for the top layer. (c)
When dye is added to a 1.j-w-thick bottom layet, the
standing-wave effect on the linewidth in the top resistlayer is
eliminated.
fect. Because positive resist used for the bottom polymer
has been shown to planarize well,13 the top resist thickness
can be held to close tolerance, and good Iinewidth control is
expected.

ExperimentalResults
A resolutiontestmaskwasusedto print linesandspaces
over topographyusing the trilayer systemand a direct-

o
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E20

o
6

o
o

Bottom LayerPolymerThickness(pm)
Fig.5. Nominal dose yersusbottom potymer thicknessfor the
trilayer system of Fig. 4 on an aluminum substrate using (a)
HPR 204 positive resistand (b) HPR204 containing 1.5% dye
for the bottom polymer. Simulationsare for 1-gn-wide lines
and spaces under pertect focus conditions.

Fig.7. 1-pm-wide lines and spaces in trilayer reslst oyer
0.5-gn-high aluminum steps after reactive ion etch. 2 0-pmthick HPR 204 positive resistcontaining 1.5o/odye is used for
the bottom polymer layer.
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step-on-wafer (DSW) 10:1 optical projection aligner with a
numerical aperture of 0.zg and an imaging wavelength of
436 nm. Fig. 7 shows a scanning-electron-microscope
(SEM) microphotograph of 1-pm-wide lines and spacespatterned with a trilayer process over 0.S-g.m aluminized topography. Because the 2.O-prm-thick bottom resist layer
planarizes the topography well, the thickness of the top
resist layer is controlled to about +0.03 pm. The bulk effect
is minimized and the standing-wave effect is eliminated.
Because the wafer surface appears planar and nonreflective,
excellent linewidth control of 1-pm-wide fearures over
0.s-pm-high steps is achieved.
Fig. B shows the straight sidewalls that are possible with
this process. The bottom and intermediate layers in Fig. B
were etched in a single pumpdown using a reactive-ionetch system.
Future ot Optical Lithography
Optical lithographic technology continues to evolve,
both in equipment and in resist materials and techniques.
Projection aligners with large numerical apertures, shorter
imaging wavelengths, and better alignment capability are
being designed. Future alignersla should have a theoretical resolution limit well into the submicrometer range and
use sophisticated site-by-site autoalignment systems. In
addition, new materials such as the inorganic resistso,7,15
may be used in a multilayer resist system to further enhance
the practical resolution of optical lithography.
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Fig. 9. Ihe nominal exposuredose as a function of linewidth
in micrometercfor (a) X:436 nm, NA:0.28; (b) L: 405 nn,
NA :0.35; and (c) )\: 240 nm, NA:0.25 (o:0.7, a// cases).
Simulation parameters(see reference 11): A:0 57 pm 1,
B:O.OB,rn-l , C:0.01 cm2lmJ,Ft:0.179, F,:-0.346.
Fs:0'168
In an ideal multilayer resist system, one where planarization is complete and substrate reflections are completely
suppressed, the limits of optical lithography can be
explored through computer simulation. The nominal exposure dose as a function of linewidth under perfect focus
conditions for three combinations of numerical aperture
and exposure wavelength is shown in Fig. 9. Curves a and b
use parameters that roughly correspond to existing projection equipment. Curve c simulates a ficticious projection
aligner that has an imaging lens with a numerical aperture
of 0.25 and an imaging wavelength of 240 nm. The sudden
rise in exposure dose for the smaller linewidths indicates a
regime where IC process latitude degrades sharply. Operation in the crook of this regime is possible if a set of linewidth compensation rules for the larger linewidths is used.
A more explicit view of process latitude is given by Fig.
10 and Fig. 11, which give the fractional linewidth variation as a function of linewidth for a +5% and a -r10%
variation in exposure energy. Curves a, b, and c in Fig. 10
and Fig. 11 correspond to curves a, b, and c in Fig. 9. The
calculated nominal dose for each linewidth in Fig. 9 was
used to generate Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. The curves in Fig. 10
and 11 were calculated assuming a focus error equal to
one-half of a "depth of field."
Current optical systems in conjunction with multilayer
processing can probably achieve an effective exposure stability in this range. From curve b in both Fig. 10 and Fig. 11,

0.35

J

0.25

)
0.15

.

'.,...,.aat:..1.
I

1.0

1.5

Linewidth (r.m)

Fig. 8, Edgeprofileof trilayerprocessusingspin-onglassfor
the intermediatelayer covering 1.0-ym-highaluminumsteps.
Protile is shown after reactive ion etching of bottom potymer
layer,
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Fig. 10. The fractionallinewidth variation( trLlD as a functjon
of tinewidth in micrometers for a *5o/ovariatiotnin exposure
energy for the curves of Fig. 9. Each opticat syslern ,vas
degraded Oy xlfa{Ayl of focus error.

0.0
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1.0

1.5
Linewldth(r.m)

2.0

2.5

'',lli

Ffg. 11. The fractional linewidth variation as a function ol
linewidth for a +10o/ovariation in exposure energy for the
curves of Fig. 9.

a proiection aligner with a numerical aperture of 0.35 and
an imaging wavelength of 405 nm should be able to print a
variation in size, using
0.8-pm linewidth with 8% to 1,2Vo
current microfabrication processes.Such an imaging system is commercially available today. As the imaging and
alignment systemsof optical lithographic equipment improve during the 1980s,production of VLSI circuits with
submicrometerdesign rules should become a reality.
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SiliconIntegratedCircuitsUsingBeamRecrystallizedPolysilicon
Meltinga polysiliconlayerby usingan intenselaseror
electronbeam can significantlyimprovethe propertiesof
the layerfor semiconductordevicefabrication.Novel
verticaldevice structurescan alsobe formedwith this
technique.
by Theodorel. Kamins
HE RECENT FABRICATION of metal-oxide-semiconductor (MOS) devices in layers of laser- or electron-beam-recrystallizedpolysiliconl,2'3 offers the
possibility of freeing integrated circuit structures from
the constraints of conventional, single-crystal silicon
technology.
While transistors fabricated in fine-grain polysilicon
have marginally useful characteristics,a
the behavior of devices in recrystallized polysilicon can approach that of
transistors in single-crystal silicon. The new technology
offers the promise of high-performanceintegrated circuits
(ICs) fabricated on potentially inexpensive or insulating
substrates,sas well as the possibility of additional levels
of devices on monolithic silicon ICs. Combining levels of
recrystallized polysilicon with single-crystal silicon can
lead to novel vertical structures,6as well as increasedcomponent density.
This paper describesthe characteristicsof recrystallized
polysilicon that make it useful for transistorfabricationand
the behavior of the resulting devices.A recently fabricated
complementarymetal-oxide-semiconductor(CMOS)structure that incorporatesthese transistorsis discussedalong
with potential future applications in three-dimensionalintegrated circuits and other uses.
Transistors in Recrystallized Polysilicon
During the past decadesporadic efforts have been made
to fabricateMOS transistorswith their active channels in

Fig. 1. As an intenselaseror electronbearn scans across
fine-grainpolysilicon, the material melts,and then, as ll cools,
recrystallizesinto large-grain polysilicon.
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layers of polysilicona'7 to allow additional flexibility in IC
design and fabrication. However, transistors in fine-grain
polysilicon have limited application because their
threshold voltages are high and their carrier mobilities are
low.a The transistor characteristics are limited by defect
states primarily associated with the many polysilicon grain
boundaries. If the number of grain boundaries and associated defect states can be greatly reduced, the transistor
properties also improve. To reduce the number of boundaries, the grain size can be increased by melting the finegrain polysilicon with a scanning, continuous-wave (CW)
laser or electron beam (Fig. 1) so that it recrystallizes into
large-grain material upon cooling.8 The transistors fabricated in such material have characteristics approaching
those of transistors in single-crystal silicon.
Hewlett-Packard's transistor-fabrication efforts in beamrecrystallized polysilicon have used techniques compatible
with high-density, high-performance, MOS IC technology.
Consequently, the transistors are fabricated with a state-ofthe-art isolation process using local oxidation of silicon
(LOCOS) suitably modified to account for the largegrain structure of the polysilicon.2,3
In the most straightforward demonstration of the transistor characteristics, devices are fabricated in polysilicon
films deposited on silicon wafers uniformly covered with

Fig. 2. By oxidizing through the entire thickness of the exposed polysilicon areas,the recrystallizedpolysilicon is separated into isolated device regions surrounded by insulating
films.

insulating layers. The polysilicon is melted using an
argon-ion CW laser to convert the initial fine-grain polysilicon to large-grain material (Fig. 1). A layer of silicon nitride
is deposited over a thin stress-relief oxide layer and patterned to retain the nitride in the active device regions. The
exposed polysilicon areas are oxidized until the growing
oxide reaches the insulating layer beneath the polysilicon.
Each device island of polysilicon is thus completely isolated from adiacent islands and from the substrate by insulating layers (Fig. 2). Alternatively, the polysilicon between device islands could be removed by etching.
The remaining steps of the transistor-fabrication process
are similar to those used to form silicon-gate transistors in
single-crystal silicon. A schematic cross section of d
finished transistor is shown in Fig.3. In some cases, the
threshold voltage is adjusted by implanting boron or phosphorus through the gate oxide before the gate polysilicon is
deposited. Ion-implanted source and drain regions are used
and the heat treatment after these implantations is limited
to avoid excessive diffusion.
Fig. 4 shows the source-drain characteristics of large- and
small-geometry, n-channel, recrystallized polysilicon
transistors, as well as single-crystal-silicon and fine-grain
polysilicon devices. The kink in the current-versus-voltage
characteristic arising from the presence of the insulator
under the channel region is clearly seen for the largegeometry transistor. Some p-channel transistors have also
been fabricated, and transistors with effective channel
lengths as short as 1 pm have been obtained. Transistors in
polysilicon recrystallized using an electron beam have
characteristics similar to those in laser-recrvstallized
polysilicon.3

Use of Beam-Recrystallized
Devicesin Silicon lCs
The characteristicsof recrystallized polysilicon transistors can be useful in many IC applicationsthat normally use
single-crystal-silicontransistors.The carrier mobilities are
generally about half those of single-crystaltransistors,but
about five to twenty times larger than those of transistorsin
fine-grain polysilicon (Table I). The threshold voltages of
the recrystallizedtransistorsare only slightly greaterthan
those of single-crystaltransistors,rather than being 10 or
Aluminum

Fig. 3. Schematlc cross section of a translstor fabricated in
recry stalIized polysilicon.

TableI
Characteristics
of MOSTransistorsFabricatedin
Single-Crystal
Siliconand Polysilicon
p-Channel

n-Channel

Mobility
(cm2/V-sJ

Vr
(V)

Mobility
(cm,/V-s)

(v)

vT

Single-crystal silicon

670

1

180

-1.5

Laser-recrystallized
polysilicon

300

7 to 2

72O

-2

Fine-grain polysilicon

-10 to 20

:10

=2O

--10
to -20

to 20

20V higher, as in fine-grain polysilicon transistors. In addition, the source-to-drain leakage current of transistors
with short (1 to 2 pm) channels is in the range of 10-13 amperes per micrometer of channel width, not very different
from that of single-crystal transistors.
Once discrete transistors and simple ring oscillators had
been fabricated in recrystallized polysilicon on silicon wafers uniformly covered with insulating layers, we wanted to
combine the polysilicon transistors with those fabricated in
adjacent regions ofsingle-crystal silicon. In one potentially
beneficial application, p-channel transistors can be fabricated in recrystallized polysilicon and combined with
high-performance, n-channel transistors in adjacent regions of the single-crystal silicon substrate to form a CMOS
integrated circuit.
CMOS ICs are becoming increasingly important for the
realization of low-power, high-speed functions. While
CMOS is generally easy to use, the possibility of latch-up
(undesirable large lateral current flow between adjacent
complementary devices triggered by some circuit conditions), and the resulting loss of circuit control, may restrict
its use. The various techniques that have been used to
minimize latch-up may significantly increase the chip size
and are, consequently, Iess than ideal.
Completely separating the two polarities of devices by
use of oxide layers totally avoids latch-up, but such complete oxide isolation previously required very difficult
processing. Using the new, recrystallized-polysilicon approach, both process simplification and control can be obtained. One type of transistor is fabricated in the singlecrystal substrate, and the other type is formed in a layer of
recrystallized polysilicon separated from the single-crystal
substrate by an insulating oxide layer.
Placing one type of device in the single-crystal substrate
and the other in the polysilicon layer provides the additional advantage of optimizing the characteristics of the
most critical transistor. For optimum circuit performance
p-channel transistors are fabricated in a layer of laserrecrystallized polysilicon while n-channel transistors are
constructed in adjacent regions of the underlying singlecrystal substrate. To simplify the processing and allow the
use of existing masks, the transistors are separated laterally,
rather than being stacked with a common gate. Fig. 5
schematically shows the cross section of such a transistor
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Fig' 4' Source-drain characterlsticsof (a) large-geometry and (b) smatl-geomefrytranslstors
fabricatedin recrystallizedpolysilicon,along withthe characteristics
of (c) single-crystal-silicon
and (d) fine-grain-polysilicon
transistors(see reference2).
parr.
Both n-channel and p-channel, large-geometry transistors exhibit well behaved saturation regions with squarelaw characteristics. Threshold voltages are approximately
1V for the single-crystal, n-channel transistors and -2V for
the recrystallized-polysilicon, p-channel transistors. Carrier mobilities are 620 and 120 cm2/V-s,as expected for the
two types of transistors.
Several different, fifteen-stage ring oscillators were fabricated. Their oscillation periods agree well with the times
calculated to charge the capacitance associated with
switching a stage. These switching times were calculated
from the transistor geometries of each different ring oscilIator and the characteristics of discrete transistors. Some of
the capacitances that must be charged are markedly lower
than in single-crystal circuits because the oxide under the
p-channel transistors has a dielectric constant one-third
that of silicon.

FutureTrends
Future efforts can be directed along several paths. Dem-
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onstration of integrated circuits with transistors in the
single-crystal silicon substrate and in layers of recrystallized polysilicon opens the possibility of significantly increased component density, as well as removing some circuit performance limitations (e.g.,eliminating the possibility of latch-up in CMOS structures). In addition to improved
density, novel structures can be obtained by using interactions in the vertical direction. For example, CMOS gates
have been fabricated with a single gate electrode controlling a transistor of one type in the underlying single-crystal
substrate and a transistor of the opposite type in recrystallized polysilicon above the gate electrode.6The extension
to other novel, vertical IC structures offers exciting possibilities for "vertical integration."
Although the transistors in recrystallized polysilicon
have characteristics approaching those of single-crystal
transistors, the few remaining grain boundaries can limit
device performance. Removing these grain boundaries by
seeding the regrowth of the silicon layer through periodic
contact between the polysilicon and the underlying single-

p-Channel
Transistor

RecrystallizedPolysillcon

n-ChannelTransistor

Single-CrystalSilicon

Flg.5. Schemaflccrosssecflonof
a CMOS transistorpair used in an
integrated circuit. Any possibility
of latch-up is avoided by completely surrounding one type ot
transistor by insulating silicon
dioxide.

crystal substrate (Fig. 6) can enhance the transistor performance.9'10
Fabricating MOS transistors with their channels in recrystallized polysilicon offersthe most exciting and potentially useful application of beam-recrystallizationtechnology. However, seVeralmore-straightforwardapplications
should be mentioned. The easeof implementing these
would lead to a more immediate impact on IC technology.
For example,recrystallizationof polysilicon may make the
resistivity of high-valued resistorsused in static RAMs less
sensitive to slight variations in dopant concentration.ll
Melting only the top region of a polysilicon layer may
smooth its surface,allowing the formation of higher-quality
thermal oxides for double-level polysilicon-gate MOS
ICs.12Finally, the use of other heat sourcesto melt the
polysilicon, such as black-bodyradiation,l3'14may simplify recrystallization.

RecrystallizedPolysilicon," IEEE Electron Device Letters, Vol.
EDL-2,December1981,pp. 313-315.
4. T.L Kamins, "Field-Effects in Polycrystalline-SiliconFilms,"
Solid-StateElectronics,Vol. 15, 7972,pp.78s-799.
5. T.I. Kamins and P.A. Pianetta, "MOSFETs in LaserRecrystallizedPolysilicon on Quartz," Electron Device Letters,
Vol. EDL-1, October 1980, pp. 274-276.
6. f.P. Colinge and E. Demoulin, "A High-Density CMOS Inverter
with Stacked Transistors," IEEE Electron Device Letters, Vol.
EDL-Z,October1981,pp. 250-257.
7. C.H. Fa and T.T. Jew, "The Polysilicon Insulated-GateFieldEffect Transistor," IEEE Transactionson Electron Devices, Vol.
ED-13,February1966,pp. 290-291.
L A. Gat,et al,."CW LaserAnneal of PolycrystallineSilicon: C.rystalline Structure,Electrical Properties,"Applied Physics Letters,
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X-RayLithography
The shorterwavelengthsof softX-rayradiationmakethe
definitionof evensmallerdimensions
/or VLS/circuits
possib/e.
by GarrettA. Garrettsonand Armand P. Neukermans
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-RAY LITHOGRAPHY is proximity printing using

mask and the wafer and to alleviate the requirement for
absolutetemperature control. To first order, the absorber
pattern and the wafer should expand and contract at the
samerate.
A typical mask structure is shown in Fig. 3. Factorsimportant to mask fabrication are pattern accuracy,absorber
line-edge profile, and defect density.
Whereasfor optical masksthe transmissionthrough clear
and opaque areasmay differ by orders of magnitude, for
X-ray masksthe transmissionmay only differ by approximately a factor of ten. For good contrastthe absorbermaterial is made as thick as possible (typically 0.1 to 1.0 pm of
gold). Hence submicrometerlinewidths result in absorber
pattern aspect ratios (thickness divided by lateral dimension) approachingunity, which require considerableexpertise in fabrication.A careful tradeoff must be made among
the source energy spectrum, mask transmission and contrast, and absorption in the X-ray resist.
Presently, for state-of-the-artintegrated circuit lithography (minimum featuresize of 0.s to 1.0 ptm),the combination of Pd-Loradiation, a boron-nitridemaskpellicle, a gold
absorberpattern, and a resist containing chlorine appears
most effective. The fortuitous position of the Pd-Lo peak
with respectto the chlorine absorptionedge(Fig.4) and the
symbiotic effect of this halogen, which increasesboth absorption and resist speed,make a powerful combination.l
For higher-resolutionIithography, characteristicradiation
softer than Pd-Lo can be used to reduce the required absorberthicknessand increaseabsorptionin the resist at the
expenseof reduced X-ray energy at the wafer.

,\+f,:iffi,'.:"i""1:Hil.x"ll'Lil_'.xi3ff
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tem are illustrated in Fig. 1. X-rays are generated in an
evacuated area by electron bombardment and penetrate a
thin (25 to 50 pm) beryllium window. They are shadowed
by a mask consisting of an absorber pattern supported on a
flat membrane (5 to 10 pm thick) that is relatively transparent to the radiation. The mask is accurately positioned
parallel to the wafer and in close proximity (typically 10 to
100 g.m) with it. The wafer is coated with an X-ray-sensitive
resist. The space between the X-ray source and the mask
(working distance D) is evacuated or filled with helium to
reduce attenuation of the radiation.

X-Ray Source
High-energy(10 to 30 keV) electron bombardment
sourcesare commonly used to generatethe required soft
X-ray radiation. Other sourcessuch as synchrotron radiation, plasmapinch, and laserplasmasarebeingconsidered,
but presently their application to integratedcircuit lithography is either prohibitively expensive or needs further
development.
A typical measured spectrum from 2O-keV electron
bombardmentof palladium (Pd)is illustratedin Fig. 2. The
desiredcharacteristic
radiationunderthe peak(2.8akeV) is
causedby electronictransitionsin the Lo shell of a palladium atom. The remaining continuum spectrum is
causedby the decelerationof electronsinteracting with the
Pd target atoms. Although the continuum spectrum does
provide some additional exposure energy, its predominantly higher-energyX-raysareweakly absorbed,tending to
produce an undesirable reduction of exposure contrast.
Maximum source brightness (maximum power and
minimum spot size) are factors determined by the electron
optics, the characteristicsof the anode (melting point,
vaporpressure,elasticstrength),and the performanceofthe
cooling system.
Mask and Resist
The X-ray mask is the most critical structure in the system, The membrane [pellicle) supporting the absorberpattern must be made of a thin, low-atomic-number material
to minimize X-ray attenuation,and yet must remain stable
to minimize distortions causedby stressesin the absorber
pattern. Typically the pellicle is stretchedacrossa stiff, flat
ring whose expansion coefficient matchesthat of silicon.
This is essentialto achieve good gap control between the
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Alignment
Givenan accuratemaskpattern theremust be a consistent
mechanical means for positioning it with respect to the
wafer to insure level-to-levelalignment accuracy.This requires position referenceson the mask and on the wafer, as
well as an alignment scheme.As illustrated in Fig, 1b, the
mask-to-wafergap can be adjustedto compensatefor linear
distortion of the wafer or the mask caused by processinduced strain. This is a significant advantagethat allows
good layer-to-layeralignment over larger fields than would
be possible otherwise. Reproducible mask-to-wafer gap
control is essentialfor accuratealignment. For this reason
the mask plane must be flat to better than a micrometer and
the wafer topographymust be kept consistenteachtime the
wafer is pulled down on the vacuum chuck. Dirt between
the chuck and the wafer can result in surfacebumps unless
the chuck is designedto minimize the contactarea.For this

Coolant
PalladiumAnode
(Projected Source Diameter S)
Electron Gun
High Voltage

Electron Beam
Beryllium Window

(b) PenumbralShadow

(a) Magnification

P=S(g/D)

4=R(g/d)

Y-Driver

Z-Driver

Z-Driver

X-Drivel

Fig. 1, BaslcX-raylithographysystem.Close-upviewsofmask-lo-wafercrosssectionshowing
(a) magnification and (b) penumbral shadow errors

reason a "bed-of-nails" design using many small contact
areasis preferred.2
Tradeoffs
The perceivedadvantagesofX-ray lithography havebeen
its extreme fine-line capability (becauseof the absenceof
diffraction and proximity effects3),uniform resist exposure
that allows high resistaspectratios,good Iinewidth control,
and insensitivity to dirt. As the field developsthe perception of the strengthsof X-ray lithography relative to other
microlithographic technologiesis evolving.
There have been dramatic improvements in the last five
yearsin the performanceof optical lithography, principally
through the use of projection/reductionsteppersand mul-

tilevel resist technologies.This performancecomes,however,at considerablecapital expense,reduced throughput,
and increasedprocessingcomplexity. The investment for
an X-ray systemis projectedto be a fraction of that required
for an optical stepper.Although many of the technologies
involved are not easy to master, they are not necessarily
expensivein their execution.High throughput is projected
(20 to 100 wafer levels an hour), becauseof large subfields
and relatively short exposure times (down to 20 seconds
using a 4-kW souice).4Less stringent environmental requirements and the potential for using single-level resists
are additional advantages.
In a recentstudy, Lepseltercomputed a figure of merit for
various lithographic systems,which included such factors
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tion, field size, and depth of focus. Registrationfor X-ray
lithography appears easier to do than for optical lithography becauseofthe magnification correctionand the close
proximity of the mask to the wafer.
As linewidths continue to shrink a regimewill be reached
where only X-ray stepper and electron beam technologies
are viable. X-ray lithography can be considered a complementary extension of the electron beam pattern
generator.It can accurately replicate submicrometerpatterns with good linewidth control, which is necessarvfor
consistentMOS device thresholds.
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Fig.2. X-ray spectrum for palladium target excited by 20-keV
electrons.

Hewlett-Packard X-Ray Program
The objective of the present Hewlett-packard Laboratories program is to demonstratea complete X-ray lithography technology that will be simple, high-performance,
and cost-effectivefor submicrometerdevices in VLSI circuit production. The current goal is to establisha state-ofthe-art capability at HP Laboratoriesfor mask technology
and process development so that X-ray lithography can
mature to a level suitable for use in HP's production
facilities.
In order of priority, HP has been developing an X-raymask fabrication and precision mask-to-waferalignment

asuseful resolution,throughput, cost,and clean room footprint (floorspacerequired).He concludedthat X-ray lithography's potential merit is at leastten times that of any other
submicrometerlithographic technology.sHis study, however, does not take into account the various difficulties in
making appropriate masks,which are crucial. Fabrication
of accurate,defect-free5 x and 10x recticles is easierthan
fabrication of the 1 x masksrequired for X-ray lithography.
The physical barriers inherent in pushing optical systems
to their limits are traded for the technological problems of
X-ray-maskfabrication. Many steps in X-ray-maskfabrication are similar to those used in wafer processing,but the
inherent defect densities of these processesmust be decreased.On the other hand, considerableprogressis being
made in improving mask stability, formerly the principal
concern.6
X-ray lithography also requires new sensitiveresist systems that are just beginning to become available. Source
brightnessand resist sensitivity will determine the system
throughput capability.
Initially, X-ray lithography will complete with optical
projection direct-step-on-wafer(DSW)technology.Optical
DSW performanceis limited by cost,throughput, susceptibility to the environment, and by tradeoffs among resolu0.5 to 1.0-pm Au

X-Ray Llneg

2-pm Polyimide

2.5-rrm Polyimide

3-to-6-pm

0.5-mmSi Water(Etched)
s-mmPyrexRing

Fig, 3. Crosssectionof typicalX-ray maskstructure
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Fig.5. Photo of boron-nitride pellicles.
capability, fast resist systems, a bright X-ray source, and
laboratory exposure tools. The first-generation mask
technology uses a pellicle of chemical-vapor-deposited
boron nitride and polyimide supporting a sputter-etched
gold absorber pattern (Fig. 3 and Fig. 5J. This is bonded to
a PyrexTM ring for mechanical and thermal stability. Initial
tests indicate that presently the stability is adequate for
design rules down to one micrometer. Other materials such
as silicon carbide and boron carbide have been investigated
for the mask pellicle and they show considerable promise
for future applications.
Defect density remains a critical problem. With careful
process control, defects have been reduced around two
orders of magnitude in the past year. Two orders of magnitude more will be required for VLSI.
A number of fast, chlorinated, negative resists have been
evaluated. Fig. 6 (page 18) shows submicrometer features
in 0.6 to 0.8 pm of remaining resist material that has been
exposed about 4 minutes using a 4-kW source at a working
distance of 35 centimeters. A fixed anode source of a modified Gaines designT has been built (Fig. 1). With a proprietary cooling technology it appears that power densities
greater than 40 kW/cm2 may be accommodated.
Several laboratory exposure systems have been built for
evaluating resists, for mask development, and ultimately
for IC applications. The latest is a very compact automaticalignment exposure system employing a novel mask-towafer positioning system with six degrees of freedom. A
proprietary alignment scheme can resolve misalignments
as small as 20 nanometers consistently, but the level-tolevel alignment accuracy of the system has yet to be determined under realistic operating conditions.
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Dry Etching:An Overview
Plasmaetchingtechnology
for lC
hasseveraladvantages
processingcomparedto wet-chemicaletchingmethods.
Anisotropicetchingand automaticendpointdetectionare
two of the advanfagesdiscussedin thisarticle.
by PaulJ. Marcoux
NE OF THE BASIC TRENDSin silicon integrated
circuit processtechnology is the shrinking of device geometries.Recent advancesin lithography
allow the patterning of feature sizessufficiently small that
conventional methods of etching are inadequate.During
the past severalyears dry etching has evolved to the point
where this etch processcan transfer the lithographic pattern to the device structure with high fidelity.
The process technique of dry etching has many variations. This technology rangesfrom processesin which the
etching proceedsby a purely physical mechanismto cases
in which chemical interactions dominate the etch. The
most versatiledry etch processesfor pattern replication are
those in which chemical etching is enhancedby the physical componentof the process.Ion milling and sputter etching techniquesuse momentum transferfrom inert-gasion
bombardmentasthe physical etch mechanism.Reactiveion
beam etching (RIBE,also reactiveion milling), reactiveion
etching (RIE,alsoreactivesputteretching)and plasmaetching all usereactiveions to transfermomentum to the sample
and add a chemical component to the etching process.
Table I provides a qualitative comparison of the dry etch
technologiesand conventional wet etch processing.
The key process characteristicsassociatedwith the
plasma etch process are anisotropy and etch selectivity
with respect to the photoresist mask and the underlying
materials (etch stop). Fig. 1 shows a representationof a
typical cross section of an etched sample.
The after-etchprofile of a feature is the critical result of
the plasma etch process.This profile indicates whether or
not a particular etch processgives an isotropic (uniform in
all directions)or anisotropic (direction-dependent)etch. In
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Substrate
Fig. 1, A typical cross secllon of an integrated circuit teature.
For an anisotropicetch Lr :Lz and Lz is not altercd by the etch
process. ln most processesthe ratlo of the film etch rate to the
etch-stop-materialetch rate variesfrom 5:1 to 10:1. Theratio of
the film etch rate to the mask etch rate is similar.

Table I
A QualitativeComparisonof EtchingMethodsfor Silicon
IntegratedCircuit Fabrication
Physical
Etching

Wet
Plasma-Assisted
Etching
Etching

hocess:

Ion milling,
sputter
etching

RIBE,RIE, plasma

Wet
chemical

Mechanism:

Momentum
transfer

Ion-assisted
chemical reaction

Chemical
reaction

Selectivity:

Poor
(-2 to 3:1)

Fair (-5'1;1o
Bxcellent
excellent[>30:1]
Anisotropic/isotropic Isotropic

Directionality: Anisotropic

Fig. 2 isotropic and anisotropic etch profiles are compared.
For processesthat produce an isotropic etch profile the
reduction of linewidth is at least twice the film thickness.
Sincethe linewidths of minimum-size featuresaretypically
two to four times the film thickness it is obvious why an
isotropic etch is not useful. The only way to reproduce
fine-line lithography is to use an anisotropic etch. Another
important feature of an anisotropic etch is that generally
there is no increasedloss of linewidth control with overetching. This is important becauseoveretchingis required
in routine processingto ensurethat all wafersin a load have
been completely cleared during the etch process.
In ionmilling and sputter etching,inert gasions bombard
the surface of the wafer and sputter away the surfaceatoms
via momentum transfer.In ion milling, ions are extracted
from an ion source,accelerated,and deionized before impacting the surfacebeing milled. In sputter etching, ions
that bombard the surfaceare extractedfrom the gas glow
discharge in which the wafers are immersed. In both of
thesemethods the etching is quite anisotropic becausethe
motion of the ions follows electric field lines that are perpendicular to the substrate.The etch selectivity for these
processesis generally poor becausethe sputter yields for
materialsused in integrated circuit fabrication are similar.
In addition, there is often redeposition of the sputtered
material along the sidewallsof the lithographically defined
pattern. In spite of these disadvantagesthesetechnologies
are useful, particularly in the laboratory,becausethey can
be used to pattern fine lines in a wide range of materials.
Reactiveion beametching is an emergingtechnologythat
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Substrate

Substrate

Fig. 2. Comparison of the etch
profiles for isotropic and anisotropic etching. (a) Diagram of isotropic etch profile. (b) SEMphotograph of actual isotropic profile.
(c) Diagram of anisotropic etch
profile. (d) SEMphotograph of actual anisotropic profile.

is similar to ion milling exceptthat the ions responsiblefor
the sputtering action are also reactive.This approachhas
the advantagethat the material being etched can be converted to a volatile compound as well as sputtered.At this
time this technologyis mainly a laboratorytool. However,if
the numerousequipmentproblemscan be overcomeit may
seebroader application.
The techniquesof reactive ion etching and plasma etching have the widest range of commercial and laboratory
applications. Both etching methods make use of a glow
dischargeto createthe reactive etch speciesand the ions
responsiblefor the etch processfrom the input gases.These
reactive speciesand ions diffuse to the substratesurface
where they react with the thin film to be etched.This etch
reaction must produce a compound that is volatile; otherwise the etch processwill be quenchedby a residuecoating
on the surface.It is alsovery important that the etchreaction
be selectivewith respectto the maskmaterial and the materials under the layer being etched.The principal hardware
differencesbetweenthesetwo technologiesare that in reactive ion etching the substratesareplacedon the cathodeand
the gaspressureis low, while in plasmaetching the wafers
are placed on the anode and the gaspressureis somewhat
higher. In most casesthis results in higher ion energiesand
hence more momentum transferredto the surfacein reactive ion etching. Table tr lists materials that have been
etched using plasma etching at Hewlett-Packard
Laboratories.It showsthe versatility of this technologyand
indicatesthe possiblereactiveetch speciesand corresponding volatile etch product for each material.

are available in two basic configurations: barrel or parallel
plate. The selection ofthe configuration depends upon the
user's application. All reactors have the following basic
components: reaction chamber, vacuum system, gas flow
control, an RF power supply, and in most cases, automatic
gas pressure control. In the more sophisticated reactors a
microprocessor controls the gas flows, total pressure, and
the vacuum values associated with the reactor. In many
systems the wafer handling is also automated. An increasing number of reactors have automatic process endpoint
detection to determine when the etch process is complete
(see box on page 22).

Table ll
Summary of Plasma Etch Processes
Material
Etched
Resist
Si
SiOz
Si:M
W
Mo
Ti*
Cr*

Reactors
Commercially availableplasma etch reactorsrangefrom
laboratoryapparatusto highly automatedreactorssuitable
for use in integratedcircuit manufacturing.Thesereactors
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Etch Gas
Composition
Oz
CF+tOz
CCI++ He
CzFo-|He
CF+iOu
CF+fOz
CFalOz
CCIr+Oz
CFr*Oz
Oz
CCI+*Oz
CCIr/He

Reactive
Species

Principal
Etch Products

o

Oz, HzO, COz

F
CI

SiFr
SiCI+

CF:, F

SiF+, CO, COz

F

SiFa, Nz

F

WFo

F

cl, o

MoFe
MoOClr

F

TiF+

o
cl,o

CrO:
CrOzClz
AlCls

CI

*Proceedsat elevatedtemperatures(T >100"C).

Gas
Inlet
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A typical barrel reactor (Fig. 3) has the advantagethat
large wafer loads are possible in a quite small reactor volume. Plasmaetch processesin thesereactorsgenerally result in an isotropic etch. Hence the main application for
these reactorsis noncritical etching.
Two principal configurations for parallel plate reactors
are shown in Fig. 4. In the plasma etch mode the wafersare
placed on the anode. Plasmareactorstypically operatein
the gaspressurerange of 100 to 1b00 millitorr, the total gas
flow rates are on the order of 3B to 1520 torr-liter/s and the
RF power densitiesrangeup to 0.7 watts/cm2.The vacuum
system required by these reactors has a rather high base
pressureof approximately 10 millitorr.
In the reactive-ion-etchmode the wafersareplaced on the
cathode and the power densitiesrange up to 2 watts/cm2.
Thesereactorsgenerally uselow total gasflow ratesof 0.ZO
to 7.6torr-liter/sand the operatingpressuresarein the range
of 10 to 50 millitorr. The vacuum system used by these
reactorsgenerally is capable of reaching an ultimate vacuum of 0.001milliton.
Fig. 4 showsparallel plate reactorsin the batch configuration. It is obvious that, as the wafer size increases,the
throughput (wafers/hour)will decrease,and the total wafer
€rea per load will decreaseslightly. In response to this
negative effect on throughput, a relatively new type of
parallel plate reactor has become available-the singlewafer cassette-to-cassette
reactor.This reactor has the advantagethat wafer throughput is independentof wafer size,
and hence there is an increasingwafer areathroughput as
the wafer size increases. To achieve adequate wafer
throughput, however, the etch rates for materials must be
quite high. This demands that the etch selectivity and
anisotropy be higher in this single-waferdesign than in a
batch reactor to achieve comparableprocessperformance.
Thus the overall process control must be tighter in a
single-waferreactor than in a batch machine.

(a)

To Vacuum
Pumps

+

ToVacuum

pump
Fig.3. Diagramof barrelplasma
reactor.(a) End view. (b) Side
view.

Processing Parameters
Plasmaetching is in generala very complex process.One
main reason is that there is a large parameterspace that
must be well controlled. Furthermore, despite an intense
researcheffort by many laboratories,the interaction among
different parametersis not well understood.However,one
can make some generalizationsabout the effects of these
parameters.
In a typical plasma etch system the parametersinclude
gas mixture composition, RF power, total flow rate, gas
pressure,and substratetemperature.The most important
parameteris the composition of the etch gas.This parameter determineswhether a processwill etch a given material,
etch the material with the desired selectivity, and etch
anisotropically.It is true that the other parameterscan have
a substantialeffecton the particular processcharacteristics,
but without the correct etch gastheseproperties cannot be
achieved.
The RF power level has a strong influence on the etch
rate. It is often observedthat the etch rate increaseswith a
linear to quadraticdependenceon RF power. Increasingthe
RF power tends to result in an increasedionization of the
etch gasand increasesthe sheathvoltage.This increasesthe
averageenergy of ions bombarding the wafer surfaceand
thereby increasesthe anisotropy of the etch. The RF power
level also controls the particular chemistry of an etch gas.
This occurs becausethe RF power strongly influencesthe
distribution of energy of the electronsand this determines
what particular atoms, ions, and free radicals will be produced from a given etch gas.
The total gas flow rate and pressuredetermine the residence time of an ion or reactive speciesin the discharge.
The residencetime t is approximately given by the following equation;
t : (v/F)[P/760)

Fig. 4. Diagram of side view of
parallel plate reactors in (a) the
plasma mode and (b) the
reactive-ion-etch mode. The gas
flows radially inward over the wafers that are in intimate contact
with the plasma.
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An Automated Plasma Reactor
Withthe adventof computershavinga higherperformanceJocost ratioand the need for more complex,tightlycontrolledlC
processingstepstherehas beenan increaseIn the use of automated processingequipment.Severalyears ago, a team of
IntegratedCircuitsProcessing
engineersin Hewlett-Packard's
L a b o r a t o r y( I C P L ) i n i t i a t e da p r o j e c t t o d e v e l o p a n a u t o mated plasmareactorto be integratedintothe processcontrol
system(PCS).PCSis a networkof computersinvolvedin process
controland wafertracking.lThe projecthas builttwo reactorsfor
usein ICPL,
Functional
controlfor thesesystemsis providedby memorybased HP 1000 Computersinterfacedto the plasmareactors
t h r o u g hd i g i t a l - t o - a n a l ocgo n t r o l l e r sO
, p e r a t i o n acl o m m a n d
sequencesare downloadedfrom a centraluser-createddata
baseand thensequentially
executedby the localcontrolcomputer. Fivemajorsoftwareroutines(waferhandling,pressure,gas
flow,RF power,and temperature)
provideclosed-loopcontrolof
waferloadingandthe necessaryplasmaprocessingparameters.
Throughoutthe processingsequence,system performanceis
monitoredand can be displayedin eithera textor g raphicformat
at intervalsof 5 to 60 seconds.Also availableis a rnecr function
that allows sequentialsamplingof up to 16 of the monitored
parametersand storageof this information
in centraldata {iles.
The data accumulatedby rn,rcecan then be recoveredin listor
graphicalform.In addition,an automaticendpointdetectionsystem has been installedwhich useseitherlaserinterferometry
or
opticalemissionspectroscopy
to determine
etchcompletion.
The
systemthencalculates
and executesthedesiredoveretchbefore
extinguishing
the plasma.
Thedesignphilosophy
behindthesereactorshas beento build
systemsthat providea simple-to-operate,
repeatableproduction
toolflexibleenoughto be usedfor new processdevelopment.
For
routineprocessing,
standardoperations
are automatically
downloadedfromthe PCScentraldatabaseto thelocalcontroller
when
wafersaretrackedintothe reactor.Theetchsequenceis initiated
by simplypressingthe sranr button.All processgases are aupurgedfromthe reactoruponetchcompletion
tomatically
for user
safety.Waferhandlingby personnelis minimizedby the system's
automatedcassette-to-cassette
waferloadingcapability.
A loadlock chamberhousesthe loadingmechanism.This isolatesthe
main reactorchamberand thus minimizesprocessvariations
caused by atmosphericcontamination.
Operatingsequences
and parametricsetpointscan be edited through the display
keyboardto providethe flexibilityrequiredfor development
purposes.
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where V is the reactor volume, F is the flow rate and P is the
pressure in torr. The residence time determines the flat zone
of a reactor, that is, the region over which the concentration
of reactive species is nearly constant. The magnitude of this
distance will determine the etch uniformity for a particular
etch condition. The chemistry of the discharge is altered by
the total gas pressure because pressure changes alter the gas
phase chemistry. It is in the gas phase that the reactive etch
species are produced, hence the influence of pressure on
the chemistry of the etch process.
The substrate temperature has an influence on etch rate
and selectivity, and if allowed to go as high as 150'C, will
cause photoresist degradation. The etch rate R can be described by the following expression:
R : A exp(-ElkT)
where A is a constant, E is activation energy, k is the
Boltzman constant and T is the absolute temperature (K).
The activation energy in this expression represents an average over the important kinetic process and typically lies in
the range ofo.os to 0.5 eV. It is clear from the above expression that temperature should be well controlled because of
the exponential dependence.
Endpoint Detection
Besides the large number of parameters discussed above
that must be well controlled, there are other parameters that
are difficult to control in a routine processing environment
(e.g.,condition of the reactor walls). The variations in both
the well controlled and poorly controlled variables lead to
variations in the performance of the process, particularly in
the reproducibility of the etch rate. The use of endpoint
detection to determine when the etch process is complete
eliminates the effects of these variations on the process
performance. In addition, there is an increase in throughput
because the tedious procedure of calibrating etch times can
be eliminated.
Many different techniques have been used for endpoint
detection. A summary of the methods, principles of operation, and measured values that have been investigated by
Hewlett-Packard Laboratories is presented in Table III. ObE
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Fig. 5. A plot of the emission intensityof the 396-nmwavelength line of aluminum in normalized units versus time.
Theperiod of time before etching begins (inhibitionperiod) is
about one minute and the endpoint occurs at 5.2 minutes.

Tablelll

TablelV

Summaryof Methodsfor EndpointDetectionin Plasma
or Reactivelon Etching

Summaryof EmissionWavelengths
and the Emitting
SpeciesMonitoredfor EndpointDetection

Method

Measuring

Monitoring

Endpoint

Film Etched

Emission
speclroscopy

Light emitted
from discharge

Emission from
reactive species

Average for
all wafers *

Resist
Polysilicon

and/or etch
products

Optical
reflection

Interference
phenomena or
changes in
reflectivity

Changes in film
thickness

Mass
specuoscopy

Gas

Etch products

Average for
all wafers

Impedance
monitoring

Impedance

Voltage

nismatch

change

Average for
all wafers

Langmuir
probe

Changes in
electron density
and average
energy

Current from
probe

Average for
all wafers

Gas
pressure

Total pressure

Changes in
total pressure

Average for
all wafers

For one
wafer only

Silicon nitride
Aluminum
Tungsten

composition

*Dependent
on optics

viously from the endpoint data, all of the techniques provide an average etch rate. The optical reflection method,
which monitors the change in film thickness, also serves as
an in-situ etch-rate monitor for dielectric films.
Emission spectroscopy has the longest history of the
methods described in Table IIL There are many variations of
the experimental apparatus using emission spectroscopy
for endpoint detection. The essential feature of such an
apparatus is that it be able to detect the particular
wavelength of light emitted by either a reactive etch species
or a volatile etch product. For purposes of endpoint detection, it can be assumed that the intensity of the emission
line is proportional to the concentration ofthe reactive etch
species or volatile etch product in the plasma. If one
monitors a reactive etch species the intensity of the emission from the species should be less in the presence of the
film to be etched than in its absence. Hence at endpoint
there is an increase in the signal when monitoring a reactive
etch species. Conversely there is a decrease in the signal
when monitoring etch products. In most cases monitoring
of an etch product is preferred, because one need only
determine the presence or absence of the material responsible for the signal.
To demonstrate the usefulness of endpoint detection,
consider the use of emission spectroscopy for endpoint
detection and process monitoring of aluminum etching.
The optical emission wavelength monitored is that of elemental aluminum at 3gO nm. The intensity of this line is
proportional to the amount of aluminum being etched. A
typical endpoint trace is given in Fig. 5. The rise of the
aluminum signal indicates the start of the etch process. It
does not occur at t:0 becausethere is an inhibition period
with this process. The inhibition period occurs because of

SpeciesMonitored Wavelengths(nm)
CO
F
F

A1
AICI
F

483.5,519.8
704
704
396
267
704

residual moisture and oxygen in the reactor, photoresist
scum, and the presence of a native oxide layer on the
aluminum film. One cause of irreproducibility
in an
aluminum etch process is variation in the inhibition period
from run to run. The magnitude of the emission signal is
proportional to the etch rate of aluminum. The length of the
plateau region is determined by the etch rate and the thickness of the aluminum layer. The decrease in the signal is a
result of clearing the wafer; the steeper the descent the more
uniform the etch process. The arrow indicates the endpoint
of the etch process. As is typically the case some overetching is done to insure a complete etch. From this example it
is clear that, in addition to endpoint data, detailed information on the performance of the process is obtained. This
type of information is invaluable in a routine processing
environment. A summary of emission wavelengths that
have been found useful for endpoint detection is presented
in Table IV.
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Thin FilmsFormedby Plasma
EnhancedChemicalVapor Deposition
Electricallyexcitingfhe gasesused in a chemicalvapor
depositionprocesscan reducethe sensitivity
to
temperaturevariationsand allowdepositionat lower
temperatures.
Somefilmsproducedby thistechniqueare
discussed.
by DraganB. llic
LASMA ENHANCED (PE) deposition of thin films
has important advantagesover conventional techniques used in silicon integrated circuit processing. Conventionalatmospheric-or low-pressure(AP or LP)
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) techniques form thin
films by using the nucleation of atomsand moleculesfrom
the gas phaseat the substrate(wafer)surface.This nucleation reaction is thermally driven, and thus is a very sensitive function of the wafer temperature,By contrast, in a
gaseousplasma the chemical reactionsare no longer thermally controlled so that effectivefilm deposition can take
place at temperaturesfar below thoseneededfor APCVDor
LPCVD.
Hence, one important advantageof PECVDis a relative
insensitivity to wafer temperature. Depositions can take
place in a wide temperaturerangefrom 2OoC
to the temperatures used in conventional CVD processes.However,
PECVDfilms often are not stoichiometric, and have been
found to contain large quantitiesof hydrogen incorporated
from the process gases (usually hydrogen-basedcompounds ofsilicon, nitrogen, and carbon).Thesecharacteristics aremanifestedby Iargeresidualstressesbuilt into these
films as they are deposited.It is not unusual to have compressive or tensile stressesas large as 1000 atmospheres
(10edynes/cm2),depending on plasmacharacteristics,processgasmixture, and wafer temperature.For good adhesion
and crack resistance,a compressivestressis desirable.
There are numerous PECVDsystemsavailable commercially that produce good quality films suitable for IC passivation (silicon nitride) or dielectric intermediate levels
(silicon oxide or nitride) in multilevel interconnection
schemes.For VLSI production applications, a high wafer
throughput, good uniformity, and low particle density are
all important requirements.Reportedhere are the resultsof
initial applicationsof films developedin a modern PECVD
reactor, whose design is an outgrowth of the standard
LPCVDsystems.Uniformity of the depositedfilm thickness
and the refractive index of the film material were checked
by ellipsometry and spectrophotometry.The stressbuilt
into each deposited film was deduced by comparing the
wafer curvature before and after film deposition (see
box, next page).1'2
All of the depositedfilms studiedwere
*Someol the data presentedherehas been previously
discussedby the authorin the April
1982issueof Sold StateTechnolog,.
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found to have compressivestresses.
PECVD System
The PECVDsystemused at Hewlett-PackardLaboratories
(HPL)was made by a commercial vendor of semiconductor
manufacturing equipment.This systemhas been operating
since fuly 1980, and proven to be sufficiently flexible to
accommodatea wide range of different thin-filmdeposition experiments. The system contains two completely independent thin-film-deposition systems,housed
in a single frame.3
a Parallelto Wafer Flat
A Perpendicularto Wafer

1234
ProcessGas Pressure(torr)
Fig, 1, Ihe variationo/stress measuredin standard siliconnitride films as a function of process gas pressure.

The plasma-enhanceddeposition processesoperate in
the pressurerange of 2 torr or less, using an RF power
density on the order of one watt per wafer, given a full
reactor load of 108 75-mm-diameterwafers.l The process
gasflow ratesare controlled separatelyby using massflow
controllers.An automatic throttle valve with a closed-loop
control maintains the desired pumping speed or system
pressure.This allows a wide range of pressuresfor a given
gas flow. Furnace tubes are made of quartz, and the boats
carrying the wafers are made of graphite plates connected
by stainlesssteeland quartz pieces,A cleaning cycle to etch
off accumulateddepositsis availableby running an intense
dischargein a CzFo/Oz
plasma at a pressureof 1 torr.
Deposition and plasma-etch-cleanexperiments have
been performed in this machine on a variety of different
depositedfilms (TableI), using processrecipessupplied by
the manufacturer(standardfilms) or internally developed
by HPL (developmentalfilms).
Standard Films
Several standard films were deposited using process
parametersrecommendedby the PECVDsystem manufacturer. The simplest and most reliable processis the deposition of silicon-nitride films.
Thesefilms are depositedat a rate of about 3 b nm/minute
using a mixture of ammonia (NHs) and silane (SiHr), at a
pressureof 2 torr. The film thicknessand refractive index
are uniform'within tSolo over a whole load of wafers and
over any single wafer. This processis not sensitiveto wafer
temperaturevariations as mentioned earlier, an advanta_
geouscharacteristiccomparedto nonplasmaCVD processes.3
Pinhole densities were measured using an electrolytic
a Nitride
lOxide
r Oxynitride

(bubble)tester.Lessthan 0.3 defects/cm2were observedin
600-nm-thicksilicon-nitride films, provided carewas taken
to cleanthe wafersadequatelybeforethe deposition.Auger
surfacescanshave shown a film composition of a0% silicon, 54o/onitrogen and 6% oxygen. A large percentage of
hydrogen is also presentin thesefilms.aThe silicon-nitride
films have large compressivestressesthat decreasewith
pressure(Fig. 1) and increasewith RF power, but do not
seemto changepredictably with changesin the processgas
mixture. Plasmaetchtests,Fig. 2, show a changein etchrate
as the ratio ofthe oxygen gasflow to the total etch process
gas flow (oxygen plus CzFo)is varied from 0 to L at a gas
pressureof one torr (Fig. 2). A maximum etch rate of 110
nm/minute was observed for an oxygen mole fraction of
0.35.
The silicon-nitride films exhibited excellentresistanceto
cracking,even over metal pads after a 4b0oC alloy temperature cycle. Film coverageover 1-g,m-highaluminum steps
was very conformal as observedthrough the use of a scanning electron microscope.
Silicon oxynitride films were deposited at a rate of 55
nm/minute using a gas mixture of silane, nitrous oxide
(NzO),and oxygen at a pressureof 1.1 torr. The refractive
index of thesefilms is about 1.52.Auger surfacescansshow
the composition to be 260/osilicon, 66/o oxygen and B%

Determining Thin-Film Shess
Thestressin thinfilmsdepositedon circularsiliconwaferscan
be determinedby measuringthe change d in surfacecurvature,
assuming a parabolic shape, before and after deposition as
shownin Fig. 1. Thenthe stresscan be calculatedaccorotnoto
the formula:
S:ABdwr/f
whereS is the stressin dynes/cm2,A and B are constantsas listed
in Table I for differentcrystal orientationsand measuringapertures,w is the waferthicknessin prm,f is thefilmthicknessin pm,
and d is alsoin pm. Forexample,a <100> wafer,450-ptmthick,
changes its curvatureby 19 pm after depositionof a 0.63-pmthick film. The measuringapertureon the waferflatnesstesteris
63.5 mm in diameter.Thus the stress in the deposited film is
3.65x10edynes/cmz.

Table I
WafurStressConstants

-t^ -+'

Wafer
orientation

:f

B versusmeasuring
aperture(mm)
75

A
/l

A

a'i_
A

0.4
0.6
MoleFractlonot Oxygen
F1g. 2. The etch rate of standard silicon-nitride,siliconoxynitride, and silicon-dioxide films in CzFelOeplasma.

<100>
<111>

6.03x1011 415.4
7,68x1011 529.4

63.5

57.2

598.2 738.5
7 6 2 . A 9 4 1. 1

51
994.7
1191

Fig. 1. Deposltionof a film at an elevatedtemperature
on a
wafercausesa smallchanged in surtacecurvaturebecause
of stressesinducedby coolingto roomtemperature.
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Thin Gate Dielectric Films for VLSI MOS ICs: Thermal Silicon
Oxvnitride
In scalingdown the lateralfeaturesizesof integratedcircuit
devicesto VLSIdimensions,
the scalingo{ the vertical'features
mustalso be considered.ln particular,
the gate dielectricthicknessin MOSdevicesmustbe reducedsubstantially
to maintain
constantpowerdensityand increasecircultspeed.As the channel length of an MOS transistoris reducedto less than one
micrometer,
the appropriategate dielectricthicknessbecomes
(approximately
as thinas 10 nanometers
30 to 40 atomiclayersof
material).
Severedemandswillbe placedon thisverythingatedielectric
film.lt mustdemonstrate
a highdegreeof uniformity
and consistency in its chemical,physicaland electricalpropertiesamong
devices,wafersand productionruns.lt must remainelectrically
stableand relatively
nonconductive
evenwhenstressedwithhigh
electricfields.lt mustact as a strongdiffusionbarrierto contaminantsthatwouldotherwise
diffusefromthegateelectrodeintothe
performance.
activechannelregionand degradetransrstor
Finally,the film must be intrinsically
defect-free(on a per-area
basis)and remaindefect-free
duringthe rigorsof lC processing
so that a high deviceyieldcan be maintained.
Traditionally,
thermallygrownsilicondioxidehas beenusedas
a viablegate dielectricmaterialat thicknesses
downto about25
to 30 nanometers.
Thereis evidence,however,thatwhenscaled
down to 10 nanometers,
thermaloxidewill not meetthe requrrementsof a good gate dielectricmaterial,particularly
in the areas
of intrinsic
defectdensity,durability
duringprocessing,
and resistance to contaminantdiffusion.Therefore,other potentialgate
dielectricmaterialshavebeen investigated
as replacements
for
t h e r m aol x i d ei n s c a i e dd e v i c e s .
The most promisingnew gate dielectricmaterialis thermally
grownsiliconoxynitride,
whichis typicallyproducedby reacting
ammoniaandoxygenwiththesiliconsubstrate.
A varietyof chemicalcompositions
can be produced,primarilydependenton the
ratioof ammoniato oxygen.(lJote:The oxygenis oftenunintentionallyadded becauseof a finitebackgroundlevelof Oz in the
reactionchamber.Oxygenis alwaysobservedin the grownfilms.)
Thermaloxynitrides
havebeen producedin the thicknessrange
f rom5.0to 7.5 nanometers
thatdo notshowthe shortcomings
of
thinthermaloxides.The primarydrawbackof thermaloxynitrides
is the extremelhermalcycle requiredto produceeven the extremelythinfilmsmentionedabove.Typicallythe f ilmsaregrown
at temperatures
above 1100'C for durationso{ severalhours.
Such harshconditionsare not appropriatefor VLSIprocessing.

nitrogen (again probably containing a considerable quantity of hydrogen). The film thickness uniformity is t10%,
somewhat worse than that observed for the silicon-nitride
films. Stress measurements indicate a compressive stress of
10e dynes/cm2.Cracking, pinhole density, and step coverage measurements show values similar to those observed
for the silicon-nitride films. Plasma-etch tests show a
maximum etch rate of 51 nm/minute using an oxygenCzFz gas mixture where the mole fraction of oxygen is 0.6
(Fig. 2).
A process for depositing a silicon-dioxide film with a
refractive index of 1.46 was developed using a mixture of
silane, oxygen, and argon at a pressure of about 0.85 torr.
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Auger Composition-DepthProfile
Low temperoture silicon oxynitride film
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Fig.1 . Profile of oxynitrideftlm compositionyersus depth obtainedby Auger analysis.Film was grown by plasma-enhanced
nitridationat 400"Cusing NHagasat 0.5 torrand a power level
of 400 W for 2 hours.

To reducethetemperature
andtimerequiredforthe prooucrron
of oxynitrides,
two approachesare being studied.The first involvesplasmaactivationof the growthambientby coupJingRF
energyIntothe reactionchamberto inducea dischargeat the
wafersites.A composition-versus-depth
profileof a f ilmgrownat
400"Cusingthistechniqueis shownin Fig.1, demonstrating
thata
nitride-like
composition
wasachieved.Thesecondapproachperformsa relatively
mild nitridation
on an alreadyexistingthin (10
nm)thermaloxidefilm,therebycreatinga verythinoxynitride
cap
on the oxide. Substantialimprovementin diffusionresistance
agajnstimpuritieshas been observedin films producedin this
manner.Furtherinvestigation
is requiredto ascertainwhich of
theselow-temperature
oxynitrideschemeswillproducethe most
nearlyoptimalgate dielectricmaterial.

-Tom Ekstedt
-Hugh Grinolds

The film thickness varies more than +10olo, and careful
process control must be maintained to avoid particle generation. The equipment vendor offers an increased pumping
speed option on the system for improving the quality of this
film, but it has not been evaluated. Stress data is similar to
that for oxynitride, as are cracking resistance, deposition
rate, and plasma-etch data [Fig. 2).

DevelopmentFilms
PECVD processes have been developed for depositing a
variety of films needed to meet different IC fabrication requirements. Among these films are:
r Room-temperature silicon-nitride films

Table I
Thin Films Depositedby HPL PECVDSystem

Standard films:
Nitride
Oxynitride
Oxide
Development films:
Room temp. nitride
Very thin nitride
Silicon carbide
Amorphous silicon
Polycrystalline
silicon

Deposition
Temp.erature('C)
300-400
300-400
300-400

Refractive
Index
1.9
1..52
1.46

20
300-400
300-450
20-500
>600

1.7-2.2
1.9
2.5-2.7

r Very thin silicon-nitride films
r Silicon-carbide films
r Amorphous and polycrystalline silicon films
The silicon-nitride film deposited at room temperature
has been used successfully in the HPL trilayer resist processs described in the article on page b. Because it has a
faster wet etch rate this film appears to be more porous than
the standard silicon-nitride film deposited at a higher
temperature. Although the thickness uniformity is not as
good, step coverage was very conformal, like all the other
PECVD films tested. The deposition rate for this film is
about 30 nm/minute.
The very thin nitride layer was used for capping polysilicon films which are then laser-beam recrystallized (see
article on page 1O;.01h" film properties are similar to those
of standard silicon-nitride films, except for a much reduced
deposition rate (about 10 nm/minute) to obtain better thickness control. Fig. 3 shows the film thickness versus deposition time, and clearly shows the initial thin (roughly 3 nm)
native oxide layer as the y-intercept in the curve.
Very smooth, amorphous silicon-carbide films have been

deposited over a range of temperatures from 20 to 450.C,
using silane and methane (CH+) as process gases.
Using a gas mixture of silane diluted by argon, silicon
films were deposited on silicon-dioxide, silicon, and sapphire substrates at various temperatures up to 630.C. Below
500'C the deposited films were amorphous. Above 600.C
the films exhibited a polycrystalline structure as derived
from measurements of the light absorption edge by an ultraviolet (UV) spectrophotometer. The typical uniformity of
these films is equal to that of the standard silicon-nitride
films. It was also observed that the adherence of the silicon
film to a sapphire substrate was much improved if an etch
clean was performed just before deposition.
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Electromigration:
An Overview
Thelifetimeof the verythinand narrowconductorsusedin
VLSIcircuitsis largelydeterminedby theoperatingcurrent
densityand metalliccomposition,Thepredicted lifetimes
for variousalloysare discussed.
by PaulP. Merchant
HE SHRINKAGE OF IC DIMENSIONS places increasedloads on the current-carrying capability of
metallization systems. At large cunent densities
electromigrationdamagecan be a major reliability problem
becausethis current-induced metal migration can lead to
open-circuit failures in interconnect lines. Becauseelectromigration resistanceis a material-dependentproperty,
the type of metallization system used in a particular IC
depends on interactions between processing,design and
reliability considerations.
Although electromigration phenomena in bulk metals
have been studied since the early part ofthis century, only
in the past 15 years has attention been focused on thin
polycrystalline metal films used for IC conductors.lTransmission electronmicroscopy,radioactivetracer techniques
and marker motion experiments have demonstratedthat
electromigrationoccurs becauseof a current-induced migration of metal atoms along a conductor. Models of the
phenomenonbegin with a calculation of the averageforce
on a metal atom asthe vectorsum of an electrostaticforceon
a screenedion and a carrier "wind" effect resulting from
carrier-atomscattering.In aluminum alloys the scattering
term dominates and material transport proceeds from
cathode to anode as shown in Fig. 1. Under conditions
typically encounteredin IC metallization systems (103to

106 AJcm2current densities and temperaturesmuch less
than the melting temperatureof the conductor) most metal
atoms migrate along grain boundaries.If inhomogeneities
exist in the conductor, arising for example from temperature gradientsor grain-sizedivergencesalong the conductor, then the current-inducedatom flow is nonuniform and
material pile-up and voids occur in the conductor. As the
current stressing continues, voids can coalesceto form
cracks. This creates smaller cross-sectionalareas of the
conductor and thus leads to higher local current densities
that acceleratethe process.Eventually the cross-sectional
areabecomesso small that the conducting region melts and
electricalcontinuity is lost. Regardlessof whether the atom
acted on by the current is a lattice atom neighboring a
vacancy,or an interstitial or a solute impurity, this model
predicts the same behavior for the time to failure (t1):1
.
tr :

B
An+1
"'::
exp (E"/kT)
l"

where I is the current, A is the cross-sectionalarea of the
conductor,E" is an activation energy(typically closeto that
of grain-boundarydiffusion) and T is the absolutetemperature. B is a material-dependentproportionality constant
which is a lumped parametercontaining effects of other

Fig.'1. Electrcmigrctionmechanism showing an idealized conductor (upper left) with directions
of electron flux Jp, electrostatic
force eE and resultant atomic flux
J1. Scanningelectron microscope
photograph (lower lett) of void
tormation to the left of the break
and accumulation of mateilal in
the form of hil locksto the right. The
right half of this figure outlines the
failure process.
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Fig.2, Design rulesfor sputtered
Al-Si(2 V")-Cu(4o/o)metallization alloyed at 450"C and operating at
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parameters not explicitly included in the model. The
parameter n depends on the type of inhomogeneity responsible for atom flux divergences. For example, n:3 for temperature gradients and n:1 for diffusion barriers or grainsize divergences. Typically, measured values for n are in
the range of 2 to 3. Thus ti is very sensitive to linewidth,
which is the principal problem when metallization dimensions are scaled down.
While the more classical diffusion experiments are used
in modeling electromigration, most reliability data in the
semiconductor industry is obtained from accelerated life
testing. A group of about 1,5 Io ZO similar conductors is
subjected to constant-current stressing at an elevated temperature and the failure time of each conductor link is recorded. Usually the failure distribution is log-normal and is
characterized by a median time to failure t50 (at which 50%
of the lines have failed) and a parameter o:log (t56/116)
that
characterizes the spread of the distribution. When tests are
done at several temperatures, with care taken to include
corrections for joule heating at large current densities, Arrhenius plots of tuo versus link temperature yield the activation energy E". Testing at a fixed temperature, using various
current densities, yields the exponent n. If tests are done
using links with different grain structures, geometries, and
substrate conditions, an empirical expression for B can be
obtained. The scaling parameters E", n, and B are then used
to predict the failure distribution for a similar group of
conductors under normal operating conditions. Given the
constraints of desired reliability, this data allows an IC
designer to set design rules for metallization systems with a
fair degree of confidence. An example of design rule constraints for sputtered Al-Si(2%)-Cu( /o) metallization is
given in Fig. 2.
Although gold is far superior to aluminum in its electromigration resistance, it is not compatible with silicon
MOS devices. Aluminum, typically containing 1. to 27o
silicon to prevent pitting of contact areas, is the industry
standard for such devices. However, circuit dimensions
have now reached the size where aluminum can no loneer

meet the reliability constraints placed on ICs. Several
methods have been developed to extend the electromigration resistance of aluminum, such as passivating the surface
of the metal with a hard dielectric overcoat or lightly doping the material with impurity metals. The coatings prevent
material accumulation and cause stress-generated atom
fluxes that oppose the current-driven atom flux, resulting in
improvements in lifetime of about 10 times. Impurity doping with metals such as chromium, titanium, magnesium or
copper tends to "plug up" the grain boundaries and can
extend the lifetime of the metallization system by as much
as 200 times with only about a 20lo increase in the film's
10,000
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resistivity. Copper is a common dopant in production processeswhere wet chemical etching is used to pattern the
metal. However,further developmentis still neededto obtain a suitable dry etch processfor narrow lines. At the
presenttime, such developmenthas generatedconsiderable interest in determining the effect of copper concentration of the electromigrationresistanceof aluminum alloys
becausedry etchingprocessescan only successfullypattern
aluminum films with less than 1/o copper content. Comparative life-test data for sputteredAl-Si(2%) films having
Ol", 7o/o,and 4o/oCu added are shown in Fig. 3.
Another approach uses layered structures of aluminum
with a transition elementsuch as chromium or titanium, or
with oxygen, which after heat treatment can form a hard
layer within the metal that blocks crack propagation into
neighboring layers.2However, the intermetallic formation
may in somecases{e.9.,CrAlz)causeformation of voids and
large tensile stressesthat lead to increasesin resistivity and
lifting of narrow conductor lines,
Even more robust electromigrationresistancecan be obtained by using refractory metals such as tungsten and
molybdenum which arecompatiblewith silicon IC processing and have fairly low resistivities and high melting temperatures.The latter property results from a large activation energy for diffusion. Recent tests of sputtered tungsten films have yielded a t50 of 1200 hours under stress
at a current density of 4 x 106A/cm2and a link temperature
of 415'C. (If the Al-Si(2"/")-Ctt(4oh)
film data is scaled to
these stress conditions, the extrapolated t56 is only 1.7
hours.)Sputteredmolybdenum films have also shown high
electromigration resistancethat is comparable to that of
tungsten.However, the use of tungsten metallization does
not allow a complete disregard of currbnt-limit design
rules, becauseat current densitiesof 1.3x107 A/cm2the
samesputteredtungstenfilm glows yellow-white and fails

in less than 10 minutes as a result of severeself-heating
effects.
Electromigration resistanceis also affected by several
processingand design parameters.Stepsin the underlying
topography can result in lossesof cross-sectionalarea in
metal lines. Either poor step coverageduring metal deposition or a loss of linewidth control during subsequent
photomasking can lead to early failures at step edges.Processing goals should include gradual wall slopes and
minimum step heights. Circuit layout should strive to
minimize metal crossoversat severesteps. Planarization
beforemetal depositionis desirableto preventtheseeffects.
A tradeoffto be considered,however,is that as the underlying insulator thicknessis increased,the thermal sinking to
the silicon substratedecreases,which leads to earlier failures as a result of the higher link temperature.Accelerated
life-testplots illustrating theseeffectsare shown in Fig. 4 . If
a diffusion barrier is not used, impurity dopants in the
metal may also be driven into the substrate.This can result
in semiconductorjunction poisoning. Another design consideration is the duty cycle, becausebetween pulses, film
stressestend to relax electromigration effects.Obviously,
symmetricalac conditions are desirablefor maximizing the
lifetime of a given metallization system.
The final choice of a metallization systemfor a particular
type of IC depends on interactions between several constraints imposed by processing ease,and compatibility,
circuit design, layout and reliability requirements.Accurate predictions of a metallization system'sreliability can
only be made from acceleratedtest data on realistic simulations of targetvehicles.To achievethis goal it is important
that all personsinvolved in processingand designbe aware
of the effects of their decisions on the reliabilitv of the
finished product.
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SWAMI:A Zero-Encroachment
Local
OxidationProcess
Lateraloxidationlimitsdensityin oxide-isolated
VLSI
circuits.This processremoyesfhis limit by usinga novel
processin
g techniques.
sequenceof conventional
by KuangYi Chiu
S DEVICEDIMENSIONS continue to shrink in the
drive toward productivity and performance improvements,processingtechnology improvements
will be of major importance in achieving these goals. Electron beam and X-ray lithography, dry etching, and ion implantation processes make it possible to fabricate devices
with compatible interdependent requirements for image
resolution, edge definition, step coverage, and functionality at geometries at or below the one-micrometer level.
However, the limits of certain aspects of the technology still
exist. Device isolation is one of the maior issues to consider
for achieving high device packing density for VLSI. Local
oxidation of silicon ILOCOS]1 has been widely used for the
isolation of active components of silicon LSI circuits because it offers several advantages over other isolation technologies, such as surface planarity, improvement in packing density, and compatibility with existing LSI processing
techniques. However, reducing LOCOS device dimensions
for VLSI aplications is limited by severe encroachment resulting from the lateral oxidation, or bird's beak (seeFig. 1),
under the edge of the isolation mask and diffusion of the
channel-stop doping into the active device area.
The channel narrowing resulting from the LOCOS process, approximately two to three times the field oxide
thickness, has been small enough that it has only a small
effect at minimum widths of 4 to 5 pm and is almost unnoticeable for channel widths greater than 5 pm. When
devices are scaled down to micrometer and submicrometer
levels, the field oxide has to scale down in thickness to
control the lateral encroachment to an amount reasonable
for dense layout ground rules. However, because of the
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Fig. 1. Comparison of SWAMI process with conventional
LOCOSprocess. (a) After islandpatterningand etching.(b)
After nitride ll deposition (SWAMI only). (c) After nitride lt
etching (SWAMIonly). (d) After field oxidation.(e) After nitride
removaland LPCVDoxiderefillstep (SWAMIonly). (f) Finished
isolation structure before gate oxidation.
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Table I
SWAMI Process (see Fig. 1)
1. Grow stress-reliefoxide (SROI)
2. Depositsilicon nitride (nitride I)
3. Pattern island region (masking)
4. Plasmaetch SieNaand SiOz
5. Plasmaetch silicon step
6. Grow stress-reliefoxide (SROII)
7. Deposit silicon nitride (nitride II)
B. Plasmaetch nitride II
9. Grow isolation field oxide
10. Strip nitride (wet etch)
11. Depositand densify LPCVDSiOz
12. Etch back SiOz
reduced field oxide thickness, the interconnect capacitance
increases proportionately and VLSI circuit performance is
degraded. Experiments have been reported in which this
undesirable feature caused by the LOCOS approach is
minimized. However, either the bird's beak still exists (to a
reduced degree) or the approach requires the use of complex or unconventional processing techniques.
A side-wall-masked isolation (SWAMI) process using
anisotropic plasma etching of silicon and silicon nitride/
oxide was developed to form a zero-encroachment and fully
recessed isolation structure. The SWAMI process almost
completely eliminates the reduction in effective channel
width from defined mask dimensions. The process uses
only conventional LSI processing techniques and no additional masking step is required. Table I outlines the sequence of steps in the fabrication process to form the isolation structure. The process is similar to the conventional
fully recessedoxidation process except that steps 6, 7 ,8,1,I,
and 12 are needed to form this encroachment-free isolation
scheme. Fig. 1 illustrates schematically the major process-

Flg. 2. Microphotograph of (a) SWAMI structure compared to
(b) LOCOS sttucture before gate oxidation.
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ing steps that deviate from the conventional LOCOS approach. The stress-relief oxide is thermally grown at 1000'C
in a dry ambient followed by nitrogen annealing for 20
minutes. The silicon-nitride films are low-pressure
chemical-vapor deposited (LPCVD) at 800'C in a4:1 volume
ratio of NHs:SiHzClz. Positive photoresist and direct-stepon-wafer (DSW) projection were used throughout this study
for pattern definition. The nitride and oxide are etched by
CzFe plasma2 and the silicon step is etched by CCla/CzFe
plasma.3 A boron channel-stop implant is performed after
the silicon step etching. A second stress-relief oxide is
grown and the nitride II layer is then deposited.
A strongly unidirectional plasma nitride etch is then
used to remove the nitride II lying on the planar surface
such that the edge ofthe island is covered by nitride II and
the top island surface is protected by nitride I. The field
oxide is then grown in a wet environment and the nitride
films are stripped in boiling phosphoric acid. A layer of
5OO-nm-thick LPCVD oxide is deposited and etched back by
plasma oxide etching such that a thin layer, approximately
50 nm thick, of oxide is left on the gate region. A short, wet
oxide etch is then performed to remove the remaining thin
oxide to prevent possible contamination of the gate region
by the plasma and to avoid reformation of the notch at the
edge of the silicon island. A comparison of conventional
LOCOS and SWAMI isolation structures before gate oxidation is illustrated in Fig. 2.
Experimental results and detailed analysis of MOSFET
devices fabricated using this newly developed SWAMI
process have been presented in other publications.a'5
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Trench Isolation Technology
In recentyears,there has been increasinginterestin complementarymetal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS)technologyfor
its low power dissipation,large operatingvoltagemargin and
superiornoise immunity.As the densityof integratedcircuits
continuesto grow, the power dissipationadvantagemakes it
clearthatCMOSwill be a majorVLSItechnology.However,there
is onefactorworkingagainstCMOSin scalingdevicedimensions
down,the latch-upproblem.
Fig. 1 illustrates
the crosssectionof a CMOSinverterwiththe
(pnp and npn) equivalentcircuitsuperimposed.
two-transistor
Latch-upcan be createdin the parasiticpnpn path by the positive
feedbackbetweentwo coupledbipolartransistors,
producinga
regenerative
switchingand allowinglargecurrentsto flow.Certain minimumspacing betweenn- and p-channeltransistorsis
requiredto preventthis latch-up.Therefore,
the spacingcannot
be reducedas much as the transistordimensions.
Thetrenchisolation
technologyprovidesa possiblesolutionto
thisscalingproblem.As shownin Fig 2, whena deepand narrow
trenchis etchedintothe siliconsubstrateand refilledwithdielect r i c m a t e r i a l ,t h e s p a c i n g b e t w e e n t w o t r a n s i s t o r sc a n b e
minimizedwithoutincreasingthe potentialfor latch-up.
Besides the CMOS latch-up prevention,dielectric refilled
trenchescan also be usedfor generaldeviceisolationin bipolar
and MOS integratedcircuits.
Forcircuitdensity,the trenchesneedto be as narrowas possible.Thecurrentopticallithography
technologylimitstheirwidthto
no lessthan 1 p,m.The trenchdepth is approximately
5 to B pm,
dependingupon devicestructuresand doping profiles.
To form such deep and narrowtrenches,the etchingmust be
highlyanisotropic,
formingverticalsidewallswith no lateralundercuts.This characteristichas been demonstratedby reactive
ion etching.The cross sectionof a refrlledtrenchtaken with a
scanningelectronmicroscope(SEM)is shownin Fig 3. The refill
techniquedependsupontwo processes:conformalcoatingand
etchingback anisotropically.
The low-pressure
chemical-vapor
depositionof the dielectricmaterialresultsin equivalentdeposit i o n r a t e s o n t h e t r e n c h s i d e w a l l sa n d t h e s i l i c o n s u r f a c e .
Trenches1 prmwide can be sealedwith a 0,S-pm-thick
deposition, The depositionis followedby an anisotropicetch of the
surface-deposited
layer,Thus,a reasonablyplanarsurfacecan
be obtained as shown by the SEM view.
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Fig.2. By etching a deep trench between lhe two lranslslors
in Fig. 1 and refilling the trench with a dielectric material, the
translslors can be spaced closer together, but the path for
regenerativefeedbackwill stillremainlong enoughto prcvent
latch-up.
Potentialproblemsthat may be introducedby trenchesare
trenchsidewallinversron
and surfacetopography.
Theformercan
causeMOStransistors
to be leakyor to shortthroughtheinversion
path.The lattercan causea nonplanarsurfaceon the top of the
refilledtrench,creatingthe potentialproblemof breaksin any
conductivelinesthat run acrossthe trench.
SomeMOStransistors
surroundedby trencheshavebeensuccessfullyfabricated.
Thesedeviceshaveelectricalbehaviorvery
similarto deviceswithouttrenches,showingno residualleakage
currentsabovethe 1-pArange.Theyieldwasalsoaboutthesame
as for the nontrench
devicesaftera largenumberof deviceswere
tested.
-Shang-yi Chiang

p-Substrate

Fig. 1. Cross sectlon of CMOS inverter structurc with the
twolransistor equivalent citcu it superimposed. This transistor
combination can act as a lateral SCRstructurethat will turn on
when large currentsare passed,if the spacing between the
transistorsis small enough to permit regenerativefeedback.

Fig.3, Cross-sectional
microphotographof a refilledtrench.
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High-Pressure
Oxidation
Oxidationof siliconat atmosphericpressurerequires
considerabletime and high temperatures
that can be
detrimentalto the resu/fsof previousprocesssteps.
lncreasingtheoxidanfgaspressureallowsreductionof time
andlortemperaturefor a desiredoxide thickness.
by WilliamA. Brown
HE TFIERMALOXIDATION OF SILICONis the most
basic, and typically the most often performed process in many of today's fabrication technologies
used to build integratedcircuits and discretedevices.This
is confirmed by the presenceof high-temperaturefurnace
systemsand associatedsupport equipmentusually occupying between 30% and 4\o/oof the areain most clean rooms
dedicated to silicon IC manufacture. Until recently, the
various processesfor the oxidation of silicon were exclusively performed at atmospheric pressure.Starting in
19601a number of investigatorsbegan to study the influenceof pressureon the growth of thermal oxides on silicon.
Their studies were performed on R&D-sizesystems and
while their findings were technically significant, highpressuresilicon oxidation was not seriouslyconsideredfor
integrated circuit fabrication.
In 1,977,however. Tsubouchi and coworkers2at Mitsubishi in fapan reported on a production-sizesystem developed jointly with an affiliate of an American equipment
vendor. Since then there has been a renewed interest in
high-pressureoxidation and the introduction of full-scale
production systemsby two American equipment manufacturers. The new popularity of high-pressureoxidation as
applied to silicon processingis basedon the influence of
pressureon the kinetics of the thermal oxidation of silicon,
allowing pressure to be substituted for temperature in
growing silicon-dioxide films. (A general lowering of
temperaturesof most furnace operationsis consideredessential to move from LSI to VLSI levels of device integra-

tion.) To explore the application of high-pressure processing to various integrated circuit development programs
under way at Hewlett-Packard, a commercial high-pressure
oxidation system was installed (Fig. 1) in HP's Integrated
Circuit Laboratory (ICL).

Theory
In general, pressure oxidation kinetics can be explained
by a model developed in 1965.3 Equation (1) shows one
form of the so-called general relationship for the thermal
oxidation of silicon.

t:

x2-x1

B

x-x^

*s/.A

(1)

Here, the time t to grow a film of thickness x is related as
indicated, where xo is the oxide thickness at time zero. This
relationship describes the oxidation ofsilicon as occurring
in two overlapping regimes-linear and paraboliccharacterized by rate constants B/A and B, respectively. B/A
is related to the chemical bonding that occurs at the oxidesilicon interface during the growth of an SiOz film, whereas
B is related to the diffusion of the oxidant through the
growing oxide film. The key to pressure oxidation lies in
the relationship between B and C*, the equilibrium concentration of oxidant (Oz and HzO) in the SiOz layer. This
relation is

B:2DC*/Ni

Fig.'1. Operator's view of HP's
high-pressure oxidation sysfem.
After the quartz carrier (center) is
loaded with wafers to be oxidized,
It is nserted into the chamber on
the right and the chamberis sealed
with the end cap shown on the
left.
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where D is the diffusivity of the oxidant and N1 is the
number of oxidant moleculesper unit volume of the oxide.
C* is directly proportional to the partial pressure po* of
the oxidant in the surrounding ambient atmosphere;therefore as po* increases,so does C*.
An example of the effect of steam pressure on the
parabolicrate constantB is shown in Fig. 2. It is seenthat B
can increaseby 5 to 10 times its value at atmosphericpressure, given a very moderateincreasein the pressureof the
oxidation ambientgases.As shown in Fig. 3, B/Ais likewise
influenced by pressure. At 900"C, for example, B/A increasesby a factor of 20 when the pressureis increasedfrom
1 atmosphere(1.033kg/cm2)to 15 kg/cm2.
Applications
What does high-pressureoxidation offer for integrated
circuit fabrication? Some features of this technology are
itemized in TableI. An accelerationin the growth rate of the
thermal oxide film provides the processdesigner two options. First, one can retain the temperatureand time of an
processand take advantage
existing atmospheric-pressure
of the enhancedgrowth rate associatedwith high pressure.
It has been observedthat, comparedto atmospheric-oxidation conditions, the growth rate at an elevatedpressureP
increasesnearly linearly with P. Second,one may choose
to lower the temperatureof an existing oxidation process
by performing it at elevated pressurewhile retaining the
atmospheric pressuregrowth rate so as not to impact the
throughput of a given operation. Typically, for every one-

TableI
Featuresof High-Pressure
Oxidation
1.. Acceleratedoxidations
2. Low-temperatu-re
processing:
Less warping of large-diameterwafers
Less effect on pn junction location
x; (vertical and lateral)
Fewer oxidation-induced stacking faults4
Denser oxides (higher refractive index)
Reduceddopant segregationat the Si/SiOzinterface
3. Offers a new dimension in silicon processing
atmosphereincreasein pressureit is possibleto lower the
oxidation temperatureby up to 30'C without changing an
established oxidation. It is this latter option that has
prompted the current interest in high-pressureoxidation.
Low-temperature oxidations provide the benefits outlined in item 2 of Table L Of particular significance to
circuit yields has been the reduction in various oxidationinduced stressesand structural defectsin the underlying
silicon that has been observedas a iesult of high-pressure
oxidation.aAs device densities and chip size increasetoward VLSI levels of integration, structural perfection will
be required of both the oxide and the silicon. Lastly, adding
a third dimension to the oxidation processwill permit the
development of new device structuresin the future.
Equipment
The high-pressureoxidation system in HP's Integrated
Circuit Laboratory(Fig. 1) is capableofestablishing operating pressuresup to 25 atmospheresin a variety of ambients.
For oxidation, either dry oxygen or water-injected steam
environments may be establishedat any temperaturebetween 500 and 1000'C.The systemusesa quartz paddle for
wafer transport (shown supported by an elevator
mechanism in Fig. 1) attachedto a quartz end cap inside a
movable sealing door. Wafer oxidation takesplace inside a
quartz tube that resides within a heating element that is
enclosed within a water-cooled pressure vessel. During
processingthe pressurein the quartztube is alwayspositive
with respect to the vessel (to minimize wafer contamination) and gasescontinuously flow through both vesseland
tube. A microcomputer is dedicatedfor control of all processparametersas well as operation sequencing.Safetyof
operation is assured through hardwired alarms that can
automatically abort a processand return the system to atmospheric pressure.The pressurevessel is outfitted with
rupture discsto relieve any unintended overpressurization.
The systemis capableofprocessingup to 250 75- or 100mm-diameter wafers.

SteamPressure(kg/cm2)
F19.2. Effectolsteam pressure on the parabolic rate constant
B for <100> silicon surface orientation.

Status
In the last few years an increasing number of reports
dealing with various aspectsof high-pressuresilicon oxidation have appearedin the technical literature. At present
sufficient data on high-pressureoxideshasbeen developed
to permit their use at most of the oxide growth stepsfound
in a typical integrated circuit process,In addition, some
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Fig.3. Effect of temperature and pressureon the linear rate
constant BIA for <1 11> and <100> silicon surtace orientaItons.
investigators have observed improved device performance
when atmospheric-pressure-grown oxides are replaced by
films grown in a high-pressure oxidation system. Several
domestic semiconductor companies are already using a
high-pressure oxide growth operation as the basis for their
oxide-isolated bipolar IC products.
At ICL the focus of current work is aimed at improvements in device structures and density that can be realized
by accelerated oxidations. Research into other applications
of high-pressure silicon processing, such as implant activation, electronic charge neutralization, and novel film forming processes, is being planned. It is clear that highpressure oxidation will play a critical role in future integrated circuit processing technology.
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